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Welcome to the wonderful world of the PDP-ll/40.
You have now completed your study of the PDP-ll/05
and you should have a solid found~tionofPDP-ll
principles which you will use to develop your
understanding of the 11/40. Don't feel that you
are going on to something completely different and·
that you can therefore forget about the 05. The
40 is really just an extension of the 05 in that
many of th~ concepts are similar and many of the
basic operations are done in almost an identical
fashion.
Following are some of the features of the
40 that you will find to be similar to what you
already know. about the 05.
1. The operation of functions internal to the
C.P~ are controlled by a Read Only Memory
(ROM) .
2. The Bus Control is handled in a similar
fashion, which must be so since all of the
controlling signals on the PDP'-ll Unibus
are identical regardless of theC.P. being
used.
3. The C.P. contains a set of 16 registers
which are used by the programmer (RO - R7)
and for handling some of the internal
oper~tions (R10 - R17).
4. The instruction set is identical to that
used on the 05 with the exception of a
few additional instructions.
5. Console operations are identical with the
addition of a few more indicatois. So
. you can see that you already have a lot
of information which is relevant to the
11/40.
During this unit you will be having what essentially
amounts toa discussion period among you, your fellow students and your instructor. The instructor
will attempt to point out all of the similarities
and differ~nces between the 11/05 and the 11/40.
He will also discuss the specifications and appel ications of 11/40 's. Be will sunm1arize the
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the objectives of the 11/40 course and outline for
you what you will be doing for the next four days
or so. Please feel free to debate points with your
instructor and among yourselves under the guidance
of the instructor.
In some ways this is the most important lesson on
the 40 since it will help you to tie together facts
which you have learned about the 05 with information
you are finding out about the 40.
In addition this
lesson should help you to make the transition from
the 05 course to the 40 course and start you on your
way to becoming PDP-ll/40 giants.
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PREREQUISITES
Successful completion of the PDl?-11!05portionof the
. course.

OBJECTIVES
To demonstrate knowledge of some of the major
characte'ristics, of the 11/40 by correctly answering
fiveout.bf the six questions given in the post test.
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LEARNING ACTIViTIES
i

I.

II.

Attend the 90 rriinute discussion period. Please
ask any questions you have C!oncerning 11/40
f;pecifications, applications, $ystems ·concepts,
configurations, etc. Be sure to take note of
references made to figures, drawings, tables,··
etc. during th~ discussion.
Attempt the post test.

You have 20 minutes.·
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APPENDIX A
The followingiist is.a point outlin~ of:tl1ell!40
course •.. Each poillt is a twp hour LAU,
't;KbllA:tnt~oductiori ah~ Overview {this . LAU)~

2~

Block Dia.grarri:

multiplexors ahd data pa·ths.

3.

Bloc:kD,.i,agram:

cOI?-trol sE;!Cti~n •

~"':' ....:"

.".. :> ," :-

: .;).: '." :' . "~"".

".:~ ';' ..

-

.'~i.:'JalOCk,··p±~gr~mi;
.

',

.'.

..,

",""

.'

'., Cl,ock.ihg j·,'uaffius,'cdhhi-'q,:1:';

,"

rbb'~I1c.·/hiI1g.•

5.

Flow :bia9ram:introductioIl, . overview,
format.

. instruction

6.

Flow Diagram:

Jamupp to console, conSole.

7.

Flow Diagram:

single operand instructions.'

8.

Flow Diagram:

double operand instructions, overlap.

9.

Flow Diagram:

traps/service.

10.

Lab project:

maintenance module usage

11.

Logic Diagrams:

conventions" special circuits,
layout

12.

Logic: Diagrams :

data paths, A word,., IR qE;!code.

13·

Logic Diagrams:

timing, Jamupp •. ·

14.

Logic Diagrams:

status, bus control

15.

Lab project:

16.

Power'System:

scoping clock, UnibuEi.
block diagram, distribution.
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APPENDIX C
THE MARK INSTRUCTION
The MARK is an instruction that facilitates stack
cleanup procedures' when returning froma·subroutine.
'Stack cleanup simply means resetting Stack Pointer R6
to the value it conta.ined just prior to jumping to the
subroutine. It is unique in that the instruction itself is executed off the stack.
PROGRAMMING OPERATION
The routirieshown below illustrates the operation of
the MARK arid may be used by the technician to check
for proper opera.tion.
Given R5= 1234,R6

= 2000

SOOO/MOV RS,' -(6)
2/MOV #20, -(6)
4/#20
6/MOV#30, -(6)
10/#30
12/Mbv#40, ~(6)
,14/#40
16!MOV#MARK3, -(6)
20/#MARi<J.
22/MOV R6, R5

; (1776) 1234 " old R5
; (1774) 20" P1
i

(1772)30, P2

; (1770) 40,' P3
;(1766) 006403, MARK3 instr.

i (5) 1766, content of R5 = adrs
of MARK 3 instr
24/JSR PC, 6000.~ ........ '," i dst4R [TEMP] ,(TEMP) 6000
26/index
.,. ~ ;R[SP] -24R[SP], (6) 1764
5030/HALT
t R[SF] ~@R[SpJ, (1.' 764) 5030
, i R [PC] ~ RwIff, (7) 5030,
; R ITEMi1J~RWCJ, (7 )6000

6000/HALT

6002/RTS5~ 'lJ.i"I.l"lR",,[iI\.D~J-:~[!~Ja~k (7)
i@R[SP] ~R[DFJ.,
i
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APPENDIX C
Page 2

Load address to 5000 and depress START. The instruction';in 5000 saves the contents of R5 (325) ori the
stack in location 1776. The next ,threeMOV instructionsin 5002; 5006, and 5012 push three parameters
onto the stack. Then the instruction in location
5016 pushes the MARK instruction (6403) ()nto the
stack into location 1766. At this point,R6 contains
1766, which is transferred intoR5 when theMOV instructionin location 5022 is execut~d.
Finally, the .JSR is executed, which saves the return
PC onth.estack in location 1764 and Causes program
control to transfer to location 6000'wherethemachine
halts.
After the maohine halts, the registers and stack appear
, 'as shown helow:

= 6002
= 1766
= 1764

R 7
R 5
R 6

i address, of next instr. in subtn.
iaddress of the MARK instr.
7 stack

=

1764

return PC

1766

MARK 3 006403

1770

P3

= 40

result of instruction at 5012

1772

P2

= 30

result of instruction at 5006

PI = 20

result of instruction at 5002

1774
origi!" 3.1
R6=.2000

5030
-"

result of instruction at 5024
result of instruction at 5016

"

Normally at this point the subroutine would use the 'SP
to .retrieve the parameters for its execution..
Now press CONT. This will cause execution of the RTS
, instruction in 6002. The RTS will transfer the contents
of R5 (1766 ) into the PC and pop 5030 off the stack into
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APPENDIX C
Page 3

R5.
Since the PC contains 1766, the next instruction executed will be the MARK instruction. After
fetching the MARK, the PC gets updated to 1770, then
the SP gets the contents of the PC (1770) plus two
times the number of arguments (6) which is 1776.
The PC gets the contents of R5 (5030) therefore
pointing to the next instruction after the JSR.
Then 1234 is popped off the stack and put into R5
which restores the C.P. to the correct condition to
continue on iri the main program.
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APPENDIX D-l

860 POWER ·CONTROL

·;>;::~-------860A·115voe

8608: 230 Vae

H960

C CIIBINE·I

-··-TA: 1\~)V(]{"
C8 Z:-'>() Vile

(HIDDEN)
AC POWER
RECEPTACLES

H742

WI:HO~~~ut~~b~~--~~4-~-~~-~~~
BOX

~-~~="~- UPPER LOG'C FANS

KY 11- 0

CONSOLE

MOUNTING SPACE
FOR ADDITIONAL----/
SYSTEM UNITS

1\-1386

H960 - CD
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APPENDIX D- 2
KDll-A MODULES
55-09701

KYll-D Console, hex, no module pins, two
back side connectors to connect to Kl
.. & K5 modules via cables

M98l

Unibus cable·connection with terminator,
double height

M723l

KI, Data Path, hex, one back· side con . . .
nee tor to console

M7232

K2, U Word, quad. three back side connectors to M7238 (EIS)

M7233

K3, IR Decode; hex

M7234

K4, Timing, hex, clock adjustment

M7235

KS, Status, hex, one back side connector to console
Memory Management, hex

*M7236

KTll~D,

*]117237

KJll-A, Stack Limit Register, single
height

*M7238

KEll-E, EIS option, hex, three back
side connectors to M7232

*M7239

. KEll-F, FIS option, quad

*M787

Kwll"'-L Line Clock option, single height

.*W130, Wl3l

KMll, Maintenance module set
2 slots reserved

1) Processor

1)

2) Dr.ll
M7800

Small
Peripheral

KLll:

M105 single
M7820 single
M780 double

2) Options

quad

--~------------~--~--

*Pre-wired processor options-not includedaspart·of the
basic processor.
-9-
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APPENDIX E
LIST OF SOME 11/40 APPLICATIONS
Communications:

Message Switching, Data Concentration,
Remote Terminals, System "Front Ends"

Engineering:

Calculation, Design and Drafting, Simulation, Graphics

Computation:

Scientific Calculation, In-house Timesharing, Timesharing Utilities, Hybrid
Systems (A/D)

Business:

Education:

Inventory Control, General Accounting,
Payroll, Reservations, Text Editing,
Data Storage and Retrieval, Ord~r Entry,
Source Data Collection, Key-to-Tape
Computer-aided Instruction, Programming
Courses, Computer Science Courses,
Problem Solving, Engineering Courses,
Administrative Processing·

Industry:

Data Acquisition and Control, Data
Monitoring and Logging, Machine Control,
Numerical Control, Testing, Process
Control, Typesetting, Traffic Control,
Electric utility Monitoring and Control

Research:

Oceanographic Studies, Gas Chromatography/Mass Spectroscopy, Signal
Processing
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APPENDIX F

LIST OF 11/40 INTERNAL OPTIONS

KEll~E,

Extended Instruction Set

KEII-F, Floating Instruction Set

KTII-D,MemoryManagement

KJII-A, Stack

Li~it

Register

KWII-L, Li:.le Frequency Clock
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APPENDIX G
LIST OF THE BASIC 11/40 MAINDECS
CPU
Tl
T2
T3
T4
TS
T6
T7
T8
T9
TIO
Tll
T12
T13
T14
T1S
T17

Memory

Branch
Conditional Branch
Unary
Binary
Rotate/Shift
CMP Equality
CMP Non-equality
Move
Bit Set Clear Test
ADD

Subtract
Jump
JSR, RTS, RTI
40 Traps Test
11 Family Instruction Exerciser
System Exerciser
Power Fail
General Test Program
Basic Address Test Up
Basic Address Test Down
No Dual Address Test
Basic Test Patterns
Moving Ones and Zeros
One's Susceptibility
Worst Case Noise
Core Heating
Random Data
8K Special
Up~Down Address Test
Memory I/O Exerciser
0-124K Exerciser
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LEARNING ACTIVITY UNIT

KDIIA PROCESSOR
BLOCK DIAGRAM
DATA PATHS

, 1/9/73
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RATIONALE
Previously, you have been introduced to the 11/40 and have
studied it from a physical point of view. You have seen
the mechanics of the mounting box, the cabi~et, module
locations, etc. You have also studied the 11/05 processor and have seen how a C.P. can be depicted in a
block diagram format.
Now you are going to be introduced to the KDIIA Block
Diagram. You will observe how the C.P. can be broken into three basic sections of which, in this unit, we are
primarily interested in the Data Path section. You will
learn the name and function of each of the major components
in this section and how data is manipulated for various
operations.
The skills you learn in this unit will prove invaluable
in future LAU's, since you will be doing similar analysis in studying the other portions of the block diagram.
More importantly, you will find the block. diagram to be
indispensible as a trouble shooting aid. For example,
once you have properly analyzed the symptoms· of a problem,
you will be able to narrow its location down .. to one of
the major components within that section if you have a
good understanding of the block diagram.
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PREREQUISITES
Satisfactory performance to this unit.

OBJECTIVES
Using the list of Data Manipulation Functions in Appendix B
and any other reference material, write the s~ts of functions required to implement a given instruction.
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LEARNING ACTIVITIES
I.

LECTURE
Attend the twenty minute lecture. Pay close attention,
and jot down notes on the block diagram itself. Hold
questions until the end of the lectur~.

II.

PROJECTS AND PROBLEMS
A.

B.

1.

Do the problems and answer all the questions.
You will find the correct answers in Appendix A.

2.

Refer to the KDIIA Processor Maintenance Manual, Table 3-3 on p. 3-23 to p. 3-34.

3.

All page references made in this LAU are to
the above mentioned manual unless specifically
stated otherwise.

4.

As you go through the following projects, make
pertinent notes on your block diagram. These
should prove to be invaluable trouble shooting
aids in the lab and in the field.

Locate the Arithmetic Logic Unit (ALU) approximately
in the center of the page.
1.

Observe that there are five control lines
going into the ALU. These will cause the ALU
to execute one of thirty-two functions which
are shown in Table 3-2 on p. 3-17. Study
this table and analyze the various functions.

2.

Make special note of the function .specified
by the *. What two instructions would make
use of this operation? Mark this on your
block diagram since this is the only place
in the machine where this operation occurs.
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C.

Locate the D Reg and the D Mux just below the
ALU.

1.

Specification of which input is to be gated
through the D Mux is done by the
and
signals.

2.

Analyze the function of the box labeled

D (C)
3.

Refer to Table 3-1 on p. 3-14. Which of the
following combinations of signals would allow
an instruction to be read in from core, gated
through the D Mux and presented to the I Reg?
(a)

SDMl (0)

*

SDMO (0)

(b)

SDMl (0)

*

SDMO (1)

( c)

SDMl ( 1 )

* SDMO ( 0 )

(d)

SDMl (1)

*

SDMO (1)

Check your answer. If you were correct, go
on to section D. If not, read the following
description.
We are fetching an instruction. We have done the
bus cycle and the data (which is the instruction)
is on the Unibus data lines. We now want to take
this data and clock it into the IReg. The data
comes from BUS D (15: 00) through receivers and
into the D MUX via the left-most input on our
diagrams. We then must select this input by
setting up the gating signals so that SDMO is
a 1 and SDMl is a O. As you can see from Table 3-1
this is the combination which selects the Unibus
data. The data (which you will remember is our
instruction) will be on the D MUX Bus and all that
is left is for us to generate the CtKIR signal
to have the instruction clocked into the I Reg.
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If you still do not understand this sequence,
ask your instructor about it.
D.

Locate the B Reg, BConstants and 13 Mux which
feed the BIN of the ALU.
1.

Analyze the B Mux function in Tci.ble 3-1.
swap bytes the gating signals must have
what values?

To

13 MUx Low (07:00)

=

(a)

SBMLO

(b)

SBMLl =

B Mux High (15: 08)

2.

(c)

SBMHO

=

(d)

SBMHl

=

What would be the value of these signals t<;>
?-ccomplish sign extension of the value in the
.BReg?
(a)

SBMLO

=

(b)

SBMLl

=

(c)

SBMHO

=

(d)

SBMHl

-----= -----OR

ee)

SBMLO

=

(f)

SBMLl

=

(g)

SBMHO

=

(h)

S13MHl

=

Indicate on your block diagram where byte
lation takes place.
.
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3.

TheCIN MUX feeds the input designated CIN
with one of the following values:
(a) ,
(b)
(c)

Discuss some of tJ::l.e functions for which these
inputs eQuId be used.
4.

The AIN input is fed from a 16 bit inverter
'. labeled BUFFER which is fed from a wired -OR
indicated by the dashed OR symbol. At this
point, data comes from:
(a)
(b)

(c)

5.

You will find the COUT MUX below and to the
left of the ALU. Observe that this multiplexor has four inputs which are:
( a)

(d)

(b)
(c)

Analyze .and discuss among yourselves the
various functions of each of these inputs.
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E.

Locate the General Purpose Registers (GPR's),
sometimes called Scratch Pad Registers; the
Register Address Inputs; and the list of register names in the upper right hand corner of
the block.
1.

A brief description of the function of each
of these registers is given in the first
paragraph of section 3.3.5 on p. 3-15. Read
it.

2.

What enabling signal will be brought up to
allow us to get the address contained in
R {21 for the following instruction?
INC (2)
( a)

Which of the four groups of address lines will
be used to select the register?
(b)

F.

Locate the Processor status Word (PSW) between the
B Muxand the GPR's.
1.

Note how many bits are illustrated here.
What are they?

II
2.

I

Which bits can be affected implicitly?

(a)
Discuss the reasons for this.
G.

Locate the BA Mux, the BA Reg, the Internal Data,
and Address Decode and the Address·Display which
are found directly below the GPR'S.
1.

Note the BA Mux control in Table 3-1 on
p. 3-14 and read section 3.3.2 on p. 3-15.
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III.

H.

At this point you should be familiar with the
Data Path section of the block diagram. You
should understand the function and operation
of every block within this section.

I.

Refer to the list of Data Manipulation Functions
in Appendix B. Write the set of functions required
to implement the operations listed below. If
more than one operation is required, group the
functions into separate sets and complete each
set with its required clocking signal.
1.

Move the contents of the PC into the BA.

2.

Increment the contents of RO, as in INC %0.

3.

Add the contents of R3 to the contents of R2,
as in ADD %3, %2.

4.

Pop a word off the Processor Stack into the PC.

ADDITIONAL EXERCISES
If you feel that you need ~ore practice before you
attempt the tese, your instructor will be glad to
provide you with more examples.
If you have been having trouble with the previous exercises, do not hesitate to ask your instructor for
assistance.

IV.

POST TEST
Attempt the post test.
the best you can.

You have twenty minutes.
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A

B 3 a 0

b 1
c PS

(C)

4 a PSW ANDed with BUS RD FM PS
b GPR'S
c BUS RD (15: 00)
(Internal Options)

c

5 a PS (c)
b ALU 15
c COUT 07
d COUT 15

C 1

SDMO,

SDMI

3 b S DMI ( 0)

D l a SBMLO
b SBMLI
c SBMHO
d SBMHI

*

(1 )

S D:t-lO

= 0
= 1
= 0
= 1

2 a SBMLO = 0
b SBMLI = 0

c SBMHO = 1
d SBMHI = 0
e SBMLO = 3.
f SBMLI = 0
g SBMHO = 1
h SBMHI = 0

E 2

a SRD

b IR (2:0)

F 1

I

NOT qSED

I

I

J

I I
8 7

15

2 a N,

Z, V Ie, T,

5 4

321

0

(7: 5 )
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A

I 1 Operation

BA""" PC

RIF (3:0) = 07
RA
(3 :0) ~RIF (3 : 0 )
BA. (l5:00)+"R{15:00)
CLK·BA

2 Operation

Alternate Method
RA (3:0)+- IR (2:0)
AIN (IS: 00)+ R (15: 00)
BCON( 15 :0'0).(-1
BIN (15:00)"'"BCON(15:00)
CIN-f-O
ALUout
A plus B p1usCIN
CLK D

D+- R [01 +1

RA( 3: 0) + IR (2:0)
AIN (15: 00)"f-R{15: 00)
CIN+1
ALUout = A plus CIN
CLK D

=

OperationR [O]+D
RA (3:0) -rIR (2:0)
DMUX ( 15: 00 ) +- D (15: 00 )
R (l5: 08) ~ DMUX(15: 08)
R ( 0 7 : 00)k- DMUX ( 0 7 : 00 )
WRH

WRL
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J. Operation

RA

B+-R[3]

(3:0)~IR(8:6)

DMUX (15: 00 )~R (15: 00)
BREG (15: OO)~ DMUX (15: 00)

CLK B

Operation

Dot-B+R[2]

RA(3:0)~

IR(2:0)

AI N ( 15 : 0 a )+- R ( 15 : aa )
BIN (15: a 8)~ BREG (15: 0 8)
BIN (07:
CIN-E- a

ALUout
CLK D

OO)~

=

BREG (07: 00)

A plus B plus CIN

R [2]~ D

Operation
RA(3:0)~IR

a)+-

(2:0)

a

DMUX (15: 0
D (15: 0)
R (15: 08* DMUX (15: 08)
R ( 7 : 0 )-+- DMUX ( 07 :

a

a

aa )

WRH

WRL

DIGITAL

-10-
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APPENDIX

I.

A

4. Operation

BA·R[SP]
D~ R[SP] +2

RIF(3:0) = 06
RA (3: 0) ~ RIF (3: O)
BA (15: 00 ) +- R (15 : 0 0 )
AIN(15:00)~ R(15:00)
BCON(15:00) . . 2
BIN (15: OO)~ BCON (15: 00)
CIN ..... O
ALUout - A plus B plus CIN
CLK BA
CLK D

Operation

R [SP)4i- D

RIF(3:0) =06
RA(3:0~RIF

(3:0)
DMUX(15:00}+- D(l5:00)
R(15:08)cr-DMUX (15:08)
R ( 0 7 : 0 O)+- DMUX ( 0 7 : 0 0 )

WRH
WRL
(DATI)

Operation

R [PC] +- BUS Data

RIF{3:0) =07
RA ( 3 : 0 )+- RI F ( 3 : 0 )
DMUX(15:00)f-BUS D (15:00)
R(15: 08)~ DMUX (15 :08)
R ( 0 7 : 0 0 )+- DMUX ( 0 7: 00 )

WRH
WRL
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KD11A DATA MANIPULATION FUNCTIONS
GENERAL PURPOSE
REGISTERS

RA(3:0)~RIF(3:0)
RA ( 3: O)~ I R (8 : 6 )

RIF

=

(3:0)

00
01

RA(3:0)~IR(2:0)

RA ( 3 :

O)~

BA ( 3 : 0 )
I

R(15:08)~
R (0 7 : 0 0) ~

16

DMUX(15:08)
DMUX ( 0 7 : 0 0 )

RIF

(3:0)

=17

ARITHMETIC LOGIC UNIT

OO)~
AIN(07:00)~

AIN (15:

BCON ( 15 : 00)

R (15: 00)
PS(07:00)

~ 1
«'-2

-'-4
.f-lO

BREG(15:00)~

DMUX(15:00)
BIN(l5:00)~ BCON(15:00)
BIN(15:08)~ BREG(15:08)
BIN(07:00)~ BREG(07:00)
BIN(15:08)".- BREG(07:00)
BIN(07:00)":- BREG(15:08)
BIN(15:08)~ BREG (07)

BCON (15: 00) .... 177570
ALUout

=

I·

A plus CIN
plus CIN
A plus B plus CIN
A Minus B

A

I
I

ALUout
CIN~

1

CIN~

0

COUT--E-PS {c)

D(l5:00) <Of- ALUout (15:00)
DMUX(15:00)+- D(15:00)
DMUX ( 15 : 00 ) ... R ( 15 : 00 )
DMUX(15:00)4-BUS D(15:00)
DMUX(15: 00) +-COUT,D(15:01)

~

B plus

CIN

COUT~ALU15

P S (7 : 0 ) ~ DMUX ( 7 : 0 )
IR(l5: OO)+- DMUX (15: 00)
BA ( 15 : 0 0 ) ~ R ( 15 : 0 0 )
BA ( 15 : 00 ) -E-. AL Uou t ( 15 : 00 )

CLOCKING SIGNALS

WRH
WRL

CLKB
CLKD

CLK IR

CLK BA
CLK PS
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LEARNING ACTIVITY UNIT
KD11A BLOCK DIAGRAM
CONTROL SECTION
1/15/74
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KDIIA 020 000
RATIONALE

{I ~

By now you,lhave had a good overview of the KDIIA
Block Diagram. You have learned how data flows
through and how it is manipulated within the CP.
You have also learned how the 11/05 Control Section operates and how it affects the manipulation
of data in the 05.
Now, in studying the 11/40 Control Section, you
will first approach i t from the point of view of
how i t is similar to the 11/05. After that, you
will analyze the different concepts which the 11/40
utilizes.
A complete understanding of the 11/40 Control Section
is imperitive if you are to troubleshoot the machine
properly.
If you do not realize what is actually
happening in this section, i t will· be almost impossible to comprehend the flow diagrams· or to
predict what will happen when you are using the
maintenance board.
..

DIGITAL

EQUIPME:NT

CORPORATION

KDIIA 0.20 000

PREREQUISITES
Satisfactory completion of all units to date.

OBJECTIVES
A.

Given a list of Control Section Facilities, you
must be able to match these with five generalized
functional descriptions.

B.

Given a list of microinstructions, show. what
will be contained in certain registers and
what will be on certain lines in the Control
Section during the execution of each microinstruction.

You will have thirty minutes to do this and will be
allowed one error in A and one in B.

-1-
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LEARNING ACTIVITIES
I.

LECTURE
Attend the forty-five minute lecture. Make notes
on your block diagram. Hold your questions
until the end of the lecture.

II.

PROJECTS/PROBLEMS
A.

(Answers in Appendix B)

Given the list of Control Section Facilities
in Appendix A, ,choose one which is best
described by each of the eight following
functional statements.
.

1..

It takes signals from the FLAG Control
I REG and IR Decode to provide signals
for the BUT MUX.
'.J".

Ans •.

2.

----------------------------------------

It provides the controlling signals for
the ALU
Ans.

3.

It provides the controlling signals for
the D MUX.
Ans.

4.

Its output can be used to stop the
processor at a particular micro instruction
Ans.

S . I t s contents specify the address of the
microword currently in the UREG.
Ans.
6.

It contains the machine instruction
currently being executed by the 11/40.
Ans.

-2-
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7.

Its output forces the micro program
to a particular address without regard
to the microinstruction currently being
executed.
Ans.

8.

These lines indicate whether or not, and
if so, what alterations of the base
address will occur.
Ans.
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B.
1 . . Which of the microinstructions drawn
below would contain a BUT?

•

•

•
•

•
••
.,

"
....
"

•

•

,",

y

y ..

-4-
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c.
III.

Take the POST TEST.

-Do

the best you can.

ADDITIONAL READING
. To enhance your understanding of t;his unit,
i t is reconunended that you read and 5 tudy
pages 3-18 through 3-20 in the KDllA Processor
Maintenance Manual.

WHAT'S NEXT
In the next unit you will complete your study of the
Block Diagram. You will also have a chance to re- .
view the entire block.

- 5-
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APPENDIX

A

LIST OF CONTROL SECTIoN FACILITIES
1.

I REG

2.

IR Decode

3.

FLAG Control

4.

UBC Branch Control

5.

ALU Control MUX

6.

ALUM, ALUS (3:0)

7.'

BUT MUX

,8.
9.

JAMUPP
UPP

10.

Main Control ROM

11.

PUPP

],2 •

SR: BUPP Compare

13.

UPF (7:0)

14.

U REG

15.

U (15: 09)

16.

UBF (4:0)

17.

BUT Decoder

-6DIGITAL

EQUIPMENT

CORPORATION

KDllA 020 '000
APPENDIX

B

ANSWERS. TO PROBLEl.fS

l.

UBC Branch Control

2.

ALU Control MUX

3.

U REG

4.

SR: BUPP Compare

5.

PUPP

6.

I

7.

JAMUPP--

8.

UBF (4:0)

REG
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LEARNING ACTIVITY UNIT

KD11A BLOCK DIAGRAM
CLOCK, UNIBUS, CONSOLE
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RATIONALE
By now you are pretty familiar with the 11/40 Block Diagram.
You have seen how data is manipulated within the C.P. and
also how the Control Section causes this manipulation to
take place.
In this unit, you will cover the remalnlng parts of the
Block Diagram. You will learn primarily how the 11/40
Processor clock operates and how these clocking signals
are utilized within the Control and Data Path sections.
You will also learn about such miscellaneous portions of
the block as the Unibus Interface, Console Interface, etc.
This unit will also serve as a review of the entire KDllA
Block Diagram.
Use this unit to make sure that you really understand the
Block Diagram. You will find it immensly useful as you
study the flows and the logic as well as when you are
troubleshooting.

DIGIT AL

EQuipMENT

CDRPCJRi,TIDI'J

KDIIA - 030.000
PREREQUISITES
Successful completion of all units to date.

OBJECTIVES
Given a list of blocks or s~gna1s, you must be 'able to indicate which one would be faulty to generate the symptoms
described. You must successfully complete three of the
four questions in the a110ted thirty minutes.

-1DIGIT AL

[~OUIPMEI'JT

CDf1POrll\ T IOI'J
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LEARNING ACTIVITIES
I.

LECTURE
Attend the thirty minute lecture. Make notes on your
block diagram. Do not ask your questions until the
end of the lecture.

II.

PROJECTS AND PROBLEMS
A.

Refer to Fig.· 3~11 in your KDIIAprocessor
Maintenance Manual. Write down which signal
would be faulty to cause the following symptoms.
Check your answers with those in Appendix B.
Be sure to ask· your instructor to clarify any
point you do not fully understand.
1.

The machine is hung doing nothing and you observe no clocking signals. However, you are
able to do all operations successfully using
the maintenance board.
Answer

-------------------

2.

Any microinstruction which specifies a CL2
resul ts in the generation of both a P2 and
a P3 pulse. Microinstructions specifying a
CLl or CL3 operate properly.
An swer_____________

B.

Refer to the list of Data Manipulation Functions
in the Appendix of LAU# KDIIA - 010.000 and to
yourKDllA alock Diagram. write the set of facilities including the clock length which would
execute the follONing operations most efficiently.
The answers are in Appendix B.
1.

PC 4-PC + 2

2•

R5 4 - R3

3.

Push the contents of the PC onto the Processor
Stack.

+ R5
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4.
C.

Depressing the LOAD ADRS key

Using the KDIIA Block Diagram; find the signal
which would be faulty to cause the following
symptoms.
1 • . Whenever you do a LOAD ADRS operation, you
observe on the ADDRESS DISPLAY that the upper
Byte is always changed to contain garbage •.
Answer

--------~-------

2.

Whenever the D Mux is enabled 'such that you
see the contents of the D Reg in the Data
Display, you see garbage. The same garbage
is seen every time the D Mux is enabled in
this way.
Answer

------------------

3.

You are trying to execute a program. After
pressing and releasing the Start switch, the
machine Halts. The same thing happens when
you sUbsequently press CONT. You observe
that the PC is incrementing properly and
that R13 contains the instruction it should
have executed.
Answer

------------------

D.
III.

Take the Post Test.

Do the best you can.

ADDITIONAL READING
To enhance your understanding of the Clock section,
read and study pages 3-21 to 3-22 of the KD11A ProcessorMaintenance'Manua1. You. should, at this time,
be able to read and understand all of Chapter J'from
page 3-12. "
. ,

WHAT'S NEXT?
You ·shou1d now be well prepared to continue your study of
the Flow Diagrams. If you have the Block well under your
belt, you should have no problem with the flows.
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APPENDIX A

. REGISTER CLOCKING PULSES

REGISTER

CLOCK

I . REG

PI, P3

B

REG

PI, P3

D

REG

P2

GPR

PI, P3

BA REG

PI, P2
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APPENDIX B
ANSWERS TO PROBLEMS

A.
1.

RECLK

2.

CLKLO

1.

PC +- PC + 2

B.

RIF (3:0) = 07
RA (3: 0) ..... RI F ( 3 : 0 )
BCON (15: 00) +- 2
BIN (15: 00) +- BCON (15: 00)
AI N ( 15 : 00) 'II- R ( 15 : 0 0 )
CIN 4f- 0
ALUout = A PLUS B PLUS C
D (15:00) ~ALUout
(15:00)
CLK D
DMUX (15: 00) ~ D (15: 00)
R (15: 08) 4- D MUX (15 :08)
R (07:00) +-D MUX (07:00)

WRH
WRL
CLKL3

2.

RS 4-R3 + RS

a.

B.- R3
RA ( 3: 0) f- I R ( 2 : 0 )
D MUX (lS:00).-R (15:00)
B (15:00) 4-D MUX (15:00)
CLK B
CLKLI

b..

RS4- B + RS
RA (3:0).-IR (2:0)
AIN( 15: 00) 4- R (15: 00)
BIN (IS:08).- B (15:08)
BIN (07:00)4c-B (07:00)
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APPENDIX B
ANSWERS TO PROBLEMS

(CONT'D)

B.

2.
b.

3•

CIN<4-0
ALUout = A PLUS B PLUS CIN
D (15:00)-'-ALUout (15:00)
CLK D
D MUX ( 15 : 00 ) 4- D ( 15 : 00 )
R (15: 08)..- D MUX (15: 08)
R ( 07 : 00 ) -4-- D MUX ( 07 : 00)
WRH
WRL
CLKL3

(S P H

a.

____

BA,

PC

SP4'- SP -

2

RIF (3:0) = (06)
RA ( 3 : 0) <II- RI F (3: 0 )
AIN (15:00)..-R (15:00)
BCON (15:00)..- 2
BIN (15:00) +- BCON (15:00)
ALUovt = A MINUS B
BA (15:00)~ALUout (15:00)
CLK BA
D (15:00)..-ALuout (15:00)
CLK D
D MUX (15: 00 ) ...- D ( 15 : 00 )
R (15:08).-D MUX (15:08)
R (07:00)4-D MUX (07:00)
WRH

WRL
CLKL3
b.

BUSD'- PC
RTF (3:0) = 07
RA (3: 0)..- RTF (3: 0 )
AIM (15:00)4--R (15:00)
CINit--O
ALUout = A PLUS CIN
D (15·00) .... ALUout (15:00)
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APPENDIX B
ANSWERS TO PROBLEMS (CONTID)

B.
3.
b.

CLKD
CLKL2
(DATa)

4.

;LOADADRS

a.

R(17)..- SR
RIF (3:0) = 17
RA (3:0)4--RIF (3:0)
BUS D (15: 00)..- SR (15: 00)
,
D MUX( 15: OO)of- BUS D (15: 00)
R (15: 08)<If- P MUX (15: 00)
R (07: OO)~ D MUX (07: 00)

WRH

WRL
CLKLI

b.

BA .... R(17)

=

RIF (3:0)
17
RA' (3:0)"-RIF (3:0)
BA (15: 00 )..- R ( 15 : 00)
CLKBA
CLKLI
C.

1.

WRH

2.

CLKD

3.

CLKIR
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FLOW DIAGRAMS I
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RATIONALE
So far you have learned about the Block Diagram and
can now identify those areas of the block known as
Data Paths, Control Section, Clock, Unibus Timing
and Control. You can visualize, for instance, how
some of the elementary operations are accomplished
via the block like updating the PC, IR gets Unibus
Data, etc. Now it is time to go one step farther
and move on to the flows.
Probably everyone's definition of flow diagrams
include something about a step by step explanation
of an operation. Flows are designed to make some
operation easily understandable. It usually consists
of a set of symbols which must be identified and
learned. The flows that you learned in the 11/05
were more like a listing and therefore, the ideas
were there but not the symbology. This is not true,
however, with the 11/40. Once we learn the "language
of the flows" an attempt will be made to understand
what the flows tell us concerning the II/40's operation. Our primary objective in this unit then will
be to learn how to IIread" the flows.
The whole concept of the ROM control is captured in
these flows.
They identify and explain each micro
instruction and show each possible sequence.
Acquiring this reading the flows ability will provide
you with the proper foundation to continue with the
subsequent units concerning the flows.

KDIIA 040.000
PREREQUISITES
Satisfactory completion to date of all previous units.

OBJECTIVES
Given four flow machine state blocks with various
amounts of information you must identify and define
which micro instruction field is involved to
select or make happen the questioned operation.
To successfully complete this unit, you must
corre~tly answer three of four of. these questions.
You will be allowed to use all available references
and your notes but a twenty (20) minute time limit
will be in effect.

PRETEST
To be filled in when fully programmed environment is
in progress.

DIGITAL
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LEARNING l;\.CTIVITIES.
I.

LECTURE
Attend a 20 minute lecture where the instructor
will give you an overview of the microprogram
flows. He will point out to you the various
places you will find information about the
flows, and talk in general terms about the ideas
and concepts behind them., The emphasis will
.be on how to use the flows in amain tenance and
learning environment. Time will be .,allowed at
the end of this lecture to answer questions
prior to going on to your activities.. '

:'

~'tI.

PROJECTS/QUESTIONS

A.

.

": ".~

'Micro instruction format
As you already know, the 11/40 is a· nROM"
machine.
This means that all controliihg
of the machine operations are accomplished
by micro instructions. These micro .in";'
structions are 56 bits in lengt:.h and there
are 256 of them.
l~

Identify, define, describe each of the
56 bits of a micro instruction. A
complete detailed description appears in
the appendix. A ready referenceappea~s
in the:
KDIIA Processor Maintenance Manual DECII HKDAA-A-b, Pg. 2";7 Fig, 2-4, Pg. 2-8, 2-9
Table 2-1

2. Note how the bi tsare grouped into the
various fields, that is; theCLKL 1,
CLKLO and CLKOFF grouped together to
become a field called CLK. Note all
fields by referring to KDIIA L>rocessor
Maintenance Manual DECII-HKDAA-A-D,
pg 2-6 Fig. 2-3

KDlIA 040.000
3. Refer to the 6th page in the PDPll/40
System Engineering Drawings and look
over the tables found there. Each of the
major field's uses are givertby these
tables. For instance when the BUS code
is equal to 5, what type of bus transaction will be initialized; answer DATa.
4. Now familiarize yourself with the ROM
(micro instruction) listing in the PDPll/40
System Engineering Drawings found on about
the 22nd page just after theK2 print
set.
5. Refer to your block diagram, . now and
identify some of these fields as to
where they feed and what they control
a.

SRI and RIF to select some general
purpose register

b.

SBC to generate a constant

c.

UPF to affect the upp register

d.

UBF to control the BUT multiplexer

6. The SBC code will be equal to
when generating a constant of two (2).
7. When attempting to address R[PC] using
SRI and the RIF bits, SRI is on a land
RIF equals

8. When DAD says use the micro instruction to
set up the ALUand we want the ALU to add,
the ALU field equals
9. The BUT decoder looks at the
field to translate the BUT number.
10. A BUT 12 really asks this question is
------------------------------~~~----~--

?

B.Micro program Flow
1. Only three basic symbols a"re used in the
PDPll/40 Flow diagrams, they are given
here and on pg 4-1 of the KDIlA Processor
Maintenance Manual DECll-HKDAA--A-D.
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Entry Point

o

r------i
L~__
·_____~_~

Machine State
Exit Point
2. The most involved symbol of course is
the machine state (one micro instruction)
Refer now to the appendix and familiarize
yourself with every aspect of this flow
symbol.
3. Each machine state box reporesents one
micro instruction, one elementary operation, one small step necessary for the
overall accomplishment of a machine
operation.
4. A machine operation could be;

a.

To load an address

b.

To examine a register

c.

To execute a machine instruction

d.

Etc.

5. Read pages 4-1 thru 4-4 in the KDll-A
Processor Maintenance Manual DEC 11HKDAA-A-D with special emphasis on the
flow diagram
example figure 4-2 on page 4-2
6. Start (1) indicates to you that start is
a (condition/flip flop)
7. The signal - HALT SW is read as
8. ReferriI),g to fig 4-2, page 4-2 in KDllA
Processor Maintenance Manual DECll-HKDAAA-D
a.

What flow sheet do you go to if HALT
switch is sensed

b.

What address is Fetch

~

9. Check your answers to A and B in the
appendix. Get help if you do not
understand why you missed any of the
one's you did.
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III.

SELF EVALUATION

A.

Given the following Micro instruction flow
example, answer the questions .
SRC 09
147
GET
P2:
P3:
1. What

INDEX DATA; MODIFY
D~R[PC] plus 2 .
R [PCl ~ Dj CLKOFF
is the clock code?

I D·

2. If D=500 and R[PC] =500
What is the Data Display?

3. The SSM field will equal
4. What method will be used to address
R[PC].
5. The PC will be writtenwiUl the updated
value and the next micro instruction clocked
into the Register at the traiU.. ng edge of
the
clock specified~
.
.
I
IV.

ADDITIONAL READING
To assist in you understanding, the flow diagrams reading chapter two (2) of theKDllA
Processor Maintenam:::::e Manual DECll-- HKnAA
A-D will be of some.value. You should; consider
this for a more detailed understanding~

WHAT'S NEXT
Afte:r completing this unit, you will be prepared
to continue on to the remaining units concerned
with the 11/40 flow diagrams armed with the necessary
knowledge knowing how to II read the FLows".
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(jj;. FET 04

© MODIFY

R[PC]

@ P2: D, BA

i

OVERLAP

lQ)

R [PC]

~- R[PC] PLUS 2 :

DATI IF OVERLAP FETCH

-p'

W

® BUT (INSTR 1)

BUT 37

(l!) 100

A.

Name of Micro instruction

(Mnemonic)

-B.

The ROM address of theflinstruction (9 bits

C.

What the pinstruction will do.
I.E.
modify the
program counter and start a BUS CYClE if overlap.

D.

The Console Data Display.
This is read R of PC.
Therefore, this Data Display is the contents of R [PC] .

E.

What happens and when.
This particular one means, at the
trailing of the P2 pulse specified D Reg. and BAReg.", get the
results of R[PC] plus 2 rand start a DATI BUS Cycle if you
meet the conditions for an overlap fetch.
This is read as,
at P2 time D and BA gets R[PC] plus 2 and start a DATA IN if
overlap.

F.

Branch Micro test name.
This one, but (instr 1), means
this is first time you look at. the machine instruction
to make micro program branch decision.

G.

But Number.
Give you the octal )1BF code, let you refer to
+.:his BUT by number.

H.

This is the base address that the micro test will put in
jeopardy~
It is possible that any or all of BITS (5:0) will
be modified due to conditions being sampled (tested) ..

~

(PUPP))

MICRO INSTRUCTION FORMAT

~

~

~

...

..

~

~~EJ~
Allows IR
source field
to address
the GPR r s

Allow IR
destination
field to
address
the GPR' s.

Allows bits
(3: 0) of the
BA Reg. to
address
theGPR' s.

IR REGISTER
876

210 '

Allows
RIF to be
used (select
the GPR using
the RIF field)

PDPll/40

12

11

RIF3

RIFZ

10
RIFI

9

RIFO

When SPI is active these bits
(register immediate field) are
used to provide the address for
the general purpose registers.

GENERAL
PURPOSE
REGISTERS

SRS. SRD
GPR
ADDRESS

}lWORD REG
RIF
I

I BAREG

SRI
SRBA

'-.J

Functional representation of
GPR addressing.

MICRO INSTRUCTION FORMAT PDPll/40

r " - - - HALT
- - -' - - --..,.
"

21

20

UBF4

UBF3

18

17

1'

......... UBFl

UBfO

I

19
UBF2

_

:I

BUT MUX N I"
R01'1

UPF

UPFn

c

d

UPP

()(J

~

>

:
I

L1____v_______ ~

Micro branch field - better known as
BUT.
It's this field that will select
one of many inputs to be routed through
the but mux, such that, that condition
could modify the UPF bit depending
on the fact if it's true or not.

BUT's asks question for instance, ,a
but 10 called but (halt) says but is
the,halt switch .on?
BUT 17,>BUT IRQT, BUT is IRbi t 3
on a I?,

+" I,',
",
I
_~,I

Switch "

:(function~' "',

UBF
(BUTIO)

MICRO INSTRUCTION FORMAT

28
SBMH1

27
SB~l.HO

26
SBMLI
"--_._._---_.-

25
SBMLO

24

SDMI

PDP 11/ 40

23

SDMO

--.--

Select the B MUX field. Bits
28 & 27 select the input to the
high byte of the B MUX. Bits
26,& 25 select the input to
the LO byte of the B MUX.

Select the D MUX field.
These bits select which
of the 4 inputs to be
routed through the D MUX.

~
~
Select the BA MUX
This bit routes
either the RD BUS
or theALU output
to the BA Register.

See table 3-1 on page 3-14 in
the KDIIA Processor Maintenance
Manual DECII-HKDAA-A-D for a
complete listing of multiplexer selections.

~~

MICRO INSTRUCTION FORMAT

PDPll/40

SBC

AiJU

~
SALUM

;r:

. 35
36

SALU3

Sl\LUZ

34

-~

·33

SALUI

These bits select which mode the
ALU should function in and what
it should do.
I.E. Add, etc.
see table 3-2, page 3-17 in the
KDll-A Processor Maintenance
Manual for complete list of ALU
selections .

..........

C""y

SALUO

32

31

SBC3

SBC2

30
SBCl

29
SBCO

Select Binary Constants field
This bit generates necessary
cqnstants needed by the 11/40.
See SBC table about 6th page
in PDPll/40 System Engineering
Drawings for a complete list.

MICRO INSTRUCTION FORMAT

PDPll/40

SPS

D.l\D

~4

DAD3

I

43
DAD2
___ 0 ___ -

42

41··

DADl

DADO

___ ••• _ _ _ _ _ _ _
-~~.~.~

..-..

I

38

SPS2

S~Sl

SPSO

!

Select the processor status
code. These bits control the
gating and clocking of the
processor status flip flops.

A complete table of "DAD" and
liSPS" is found about the 6th
page of the PDPll/40 System
Engineering Drawings.

-

39

---~

Discrete alteration of data.
Does some special jobs in the
lO<Jic for us~ For instance,
the micro program would go
through the same sequence if the
machine instruction was an
Add or Sub. However, at that
one micro instruction that the
ALU actually operates on the
two operands the DAD code allows
the ALU to be told what to
do (Add or Sub) by the OP code
in the IR Register.

-....

40

~

MICRO

·bJ

CB

CD

I I

.. 49

CL:OB

eLK D

Allows clocking
DMUX (15:00)i,nto
the B Register

C~
..

~

PI + P3

Allows clocking
the ALU output
into the DRegister

INST~UCTIGN

FORMAT

PDPll/40

BUS

CBA

~.

4.7

~.

.

Allows clocking
ei ther the ALU
output of a general
register ouput into
the BA.Register

CLKD
To
REG

~.TO

P2·~REG CL~.TO
Pl~.

BAREG

46

Cl BUS CO BUS
..

45

BG BUS

BUS Control bits.
Bits 47 and 46
specify type of
data transaction
CIBUS
0

COBUS
0

O.
1
1

1·
.0
1

DATI
DATIP
DATO
DATOB

B.it says
to BEGIN a BUS Cycle

BGBU~

To BUSF!F

PI +P2
This is a three bit code given
as one octal digit in the ROM
listing.
This code has a supplementary
use - explained with tables.

~
MICRO INSTRUCTION FORMAT
o
o

CIR

CLK

.0

r-:l

o

"'o"

56

~
r-I
r-I

CLKLI

55

54

CLKLO

CLKOFF

,~

Cl
lli:;

CloCk Control bits
Bi,t 56 and ,55 select
one of three clock
'lengths.

~

H

Cl

Z

r4

CLKLI

CLKLO

0
0
I
1

0
1
0
1

Allow,S clocking the
register
with Unibus Data the machine instruction.
i~struction

WR

52
W~

CLK 2
CLK 2

wn

Allows the wri t:.irigof
DMU~information into
a selected\ general'
purpose register. Notice
a control signal for
upper byte and lower
byte.

C L = = t J - CLK IR

Bit 54 allows micro instruction
to turn off processor clock

PI + P3

This is a three bit code given as
one octal digit in the ROM listing.

WRH~TO

140ns 200ns

t

CLKl~
CLK2-'1-CLK 3

n,

300ns

I

r-L

Shown so clocking
happens on, trailing
edge.

GPR's

PI + P3

WRL~To
PI + P3

I

51

CLK 1

~

~,

PDPII/40

GPR's

KD11A 040.000
APPENDIX

Answers to A and B
A

6.
7.
8.

02
07
11

9.

UHF

10.

Is D Reg equal to zero

B

7. Not HALT
8 a 10
b 016

Answers to Self Evaluation

A

1.
2.

7
500

3.
4.

17
SRI(l), RIF=17

5.

P3
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REVISION
Your instruGtor is interested in improving this
unit based on you answers to the following questions.
Please answer them objectively and return this sheet
to your instructor.
1.

Relevance of this unit to your job as aField
Service Engineer.
a.
b.

2.

a.

c.
d.

Need a little more
Need a lot more

Average
Too difficult

c.
d.

A little tough
A snap

Very good
Good

c.
d.

Fair
Poor

Did you feel you were given adequate directions
either from the ihstructorof the LAU itself.
a.
b.

6•

Just·right
Too much

Quality of the LAU with reference to previous ones
b.

5.

Not relevant
Worthless

Degree of difficulty experienced
a.
h.

4.

c.
d.

Did you have sufficient time?
a.
b.

3.

Very relevant
Average·relevance

Adequate
Need a little more

c.
d.

Need a lot more
I was confused

Addi tional comments on the uni t:
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LEARNING ACTIVITY UNIT

Flow Diagrams I I

JAMUPP

to Console and Console Flows

1/21/74
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RATIONALE
In the. previous unit you started the flow diagram learning
process by learning how to read the microprogram flow diagrams. You also realized that many of the ideas and con-::cepts you mastered in the 11/05 Flows could be applied with
gClOd results here in the 11/40. In our quest to master these
flows this was the first of several steps. . .
.

.

Perhaps the. one underlying concept in all ROM machines and
at least in the 11/40 is that one small step at a time is
accomplished.
These small steps (micro instructions) when
tilken in the aggregate perform some major operation or job.
For instance, execute a machine instruction, accomplish a
console operation, etc.
In this unit you will undertake
the job of learning how the console operations in the
11/40 are accomplished using micro instructions. You shall
see how, if we take one small step at a time, you cando
the entire job that is required.
All majot concepts are found in these console flows. All
of the ideas, branching, testing, bus transactions, etc.
are here.
If you can really understandhowt.hese flows
"'''lark you will obtain an appreciation for how much of the
proc~ssor must be operational to do these console opetations. The remaining flow diagrams will become much
easier to master. once a thorough knowledge of the cons()lf:
flows is obtained.
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PRE;REQUISITES
Satisfactory completion to date of all previous units.

OBJECTIVES.
There will be five (5) questions concerning microinstructions and their operations an(1 how they relate to the console operations. To demonstrate successful completion of
this unit, you must answer at least four (4) of these correctly.
Your notes and any reference m~teria1 are at your
complete disposal, however· there will be a twenty minute
time limit in:effect.

PRE-TEST
'1.'0 be filled in when full programmed environment is in
progress.
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LEARNINGACTIVI~IES

1.

'LECTURE
Attend the short (20 minute) lecture where the instructor will' give a summary of those events that get you
to the Console Flows. Also during this lecture it
will be pointed out to you that you should keep in
mind wh~tyou already know about the console operations.
You have been Depositing, Examining, Load Addressing,
etc. for quite awhile; do not forget.whatthe results
~&re in each of these operations.
The instructor
"-Will give you an overview of the two Flow Diagram
,'.. '::i~~)ages ·cc)nce'.rned with' the 'console op"era t"=L.on's·, (Sh~e.ts
11 and, 12 of the Flow Diagrams, PDP 11/40 System
Engineering Drawings) . Hold your questions until the
lecture is over ~nd at that time they will be answered
a.nd discussed.

II.

PROJECTS/QUESTIONS
A.

Flow Diagram (Console Loop Sheet 11)
The purpose of this Flow is to provide the processor a place from which to start (after a power
up or initialize) and/or a place to.which he goes
when a Halt instruction is executed or the Halt
Switch is depressed.
It is here the. processor must
be if you ever want to do a Load Address, Exam,
Deposit, Continue, or Start.
Let us analyze and then summarize each of these
micro instructions to verify that Page 11 does
do its job.
1.

The entry at the top right brings us into
this page and we start things off by executing
CON OS, a NO--OP. You thEm go to CON 13 where
some interesting things begin to happen.
(a)

BUT SWITCH - is there a control switch
depressed?

(b)

CONSL ....1- Console F /F gets set.

This BUT is referred to as a Working BUT
because it serves two purposes, Branch
Testing and setting a F/F. Assumihg no
switch is activated at this point we now go
on.

-2D1GITAL
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2.

CON 06 then CON 04, CON 06 etc. is known as
the Console Loop and here is where we will
stay (continually executing these two micro
instructions) until such time that a control
switch is depressed (activated) then we will
go to CON 07.

3.

Try to think of the BUT 06 in address 026 as
asking this question. BUT where should I go
when I'm done executing CON 06 - to CON 07 or
back to CON 04? If switch then to CON 07, if
not switch then to CON 04.

4.

Upon leaving the Console Loop (026, 046,
026 J etc.) the next three micro instruction
have to do with contact bounce. There are
two situations which you must consider;
doing this dynamically or with the maintenance
module. First, let us do it dynamically:
(a)

CON 07 - Put some number into the D reqister as a function of SBC = 14. Determine this number by referring to your
SBC table.

(b)

CON 08 - Hove that number to R {TEMPC]
and ask this question; is D = O? The
answer ~ no. What this means is after
I am done with CON 09 go back to CON 08.

(c)

CON 09 - Increment this count by adding
1 to the value in R {JEMP£l then restore
RG'EMP£] with this new value.

(d)

Go back to CON 08 and continue to do
this loop until D register does = 0,
then go to CON 10. The time involved
here is approximately 40 ms.

Now let us analyze these same micro instructions
when using the maintenance module.
(The maintenance module allows you to execute one micro
instruction and stop, one micro instruction and
stop, etc.).
(e)

CON 07 - The number put into the D register is zero because welre using the
maintenance module.

-3-
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(f)

CON 08 - When I ask the question this
time,D is = to 0 and when I am finished
wi th CON oq, \"hich is next, I go to CON 10
immediately.

(g)

CON 09 - no meaningful operation this time.

Read the BUT Definitions on this sheet also, to
substantiate your beliefs.

B.

5.

CON 10 provides for saying; BUT which of
the various switches that you could have
activated did you activate? In other words,
the BUT 30 allows the activated switch to implement modifying the base address 030, such
that we will go to the appropriate flow as
we leave this page.

6.

CON 11 - Puts the last Console Address in the
D register as we leave this page.

Flow Diagram (Console Switches.Sheet 12)
The purpose of this sheet is to set forth the
action taken whenever a particular control switch
has heen activated. First we will summarize some
of the operations then you will be given the opportunity to go through some on your own then
some questions will be put to you to reinforce
those things learned.
For purposes of discussion, let us assume that
we are sitting in the Console Loop (026, 046)
and the job we are required to do ±s (a) Load
Address 500, and (b) Deposit a MOV #10, %RO,
(c) Examine what you Deposited.
1.

Set the number 500 into the switch register
on the 11/40 Console. Activate the Load
Address switch by depressing it and the micro
program will react as previously discussed
and as you come off sheet 11 you go to LADOO,
037 Sheet 12 and this is where we will pick
up the action.
(a)

LADOO - Get the information from the
switch register. First, create the
switch register address (SBC = 10) and
put it into the Bus Address Register.
Then do a Data In Bus transaction to
get the (500) informatioA. Shut off
the clock waiting for the Slave Sync
to inform you (by startina the clock)
-4-
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that you cah accept this data.
(b)

LADOI,- Accept the 500 coming in from the
switch register on the Un~bus Data lines
and put it into the General Purpose Register, R[ADRSeJ. Notice the Exam and
Deposit F/F both get cleared at this tine.

(c)

LAD02 - Put the Loaded Address Information
LAD03 .,.. (500) into the Bps Address Register as you go back to Console Loop.

(d)

Now that we are back in the Console Loop
let us decide where the pertinentinformation is located:
(1)

The Console Data Display

(2)

The Console Address Display

(3)

The contents of R[ADRSS

(4 )

The contents of R[PCJ

Refer to the appendix to verify your answers.
2.

Now we are ready to deposit. First, set the
MOV #10 %RO (octal)
into the switch
register.
Second, activate the deposit switch.
We come off. Sheet 11 in the same manner as before andpro~eed to DEPOO, 034 this time due
to the deposit switch. Let US pick up the
action there.
(a)

DEPOQand 01 - Makes sure that the last
loaded address gets put intoBA register
and in DEP 01 asks the question - is this
a Register Deposit? In other words, are
we depositing into a GPR? The answer now
is no.
So when we leave DEP02 will go to
DEP03 and not bypass it.

(b)

DEl'02 and 03 - Conditional plus 1 microinstructions
As you know, after the first
deposit you must be prepared to increment.
Two words are used because the incrementat ion if a General Register is by 1.
The condition is whethertbe Deposit F/F
is set or not and as you reball we cleared
it in the Load Address Operation, therefore, it is still clear. You read this
micro instruction as D andBA get the contents of R [ADRSC] plus something, that.
-5 -
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somethinq is as a function of SBC ~ 7
and depends on the state of the Deposit
F/F.If set add 1, if clear add O.
It
becomes bbvious then that if the Deposit
F/F is set when I come through here incrementation will take place and when
clear no incrementation.
(c)

DEP04 - Get the information I want·to
Deposit. Do a Data In from the switch
register (that is where it is at).

(d)

DEPOS - Accept this data and put it into
the B register.

(e)

DEP06 - Put the address I want to deliver
the data to into the BA register.

(f) .DEP07 - Put the Datal want to deliver into the D register. The·question is asked
here again - is this a register I'm depositing - (no Data out would be required)
the answer is still no, however. Notice
the setting of the Deposit F/F here.
(g)

DEP08 - no-op needed because bf the branch
decision.

(h)

DEP09 - Do the Data Out Transaction to deliver the data to the proper address. Shut
off the processor clock,.wait for SSYN to
inform you that memory has received the
data then start up and go.back to the
Console Loop.

(i)

Again, let us analY7.e the pertinent: data
now that we are back intlle Console Loop.
(1)

The Console Data Display

(2)

The Console Address Display

(3 )

The contents of R[AnRSg

(4 )

The contents of .R[Pg
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3.

4.

Now you deposit the' proper data at the next
location and list the procedure you followed,
the micro instructions executed; and answer
the following questions.
(a)

After executing DEP 02 the Data Display
is
and the Address Display is

(h)

When PUPP is 066 what is the Data Display
; the Address Display

(c)'

1f this deposit had been a.General Purpose Register, what micro instruct:ion
would have put the data into the GPR?

(d)

How would the GPR have been selected in
the previous question?

'Let us discuss the Examine micro flow. After
you finished depositing the MOV #10, %RO you
would have Loaded Address back to 500 (same
manner as previously discussed) and now a.c·tivate the Examine Switch. The Examine is
pretty much the opposite of Deposit with the
exception of a couple of micro instructions.
I will discuss these and you check out the
rest of the flow until you are satisfied you
know how the Examine works.
(a)

EXM 05 - If this were a General Purpose
register you were Examining then the low
order. 4 bits of the BA register would be
used to provide the address. All the
GPR's 7777XX.

(b)

EXM 06 - If it J..S not a register examine
start your Data In Bus trans~ction at
this time and shut off the CPU clock.
Also start your NO DAT. timer.. ·and put

-7-
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the SW addr~ss into D register. Now, if
you get a time out (15 Asec and no SSYN
response, typically, trying to examine
non-existent memory) then the JAMUPP logic
will move you directly from here to the
Console LOop. You will display in the
Data lights the switch register address
. number 177570. This,. will be your time
out indication flag.
Of course, if you
do not get a time out, you complete the
Examine flow properly and go back to the
Console Loop.
(c)

Some questions about the Examine Micro
Routine.
(1)

The BUT 04 in EXM 01 modifies 056
to
if not examining a
general register.

(2)

In which micro instruction does the
Examine F/F get set?

(3).

What route does the Data take to accomplish EXM 06?

Refer to the appendix to verify the correct
answers.
5.

After examining the contents Of location 502
and Loading Address to 500 again let us take
off the Ha~t Switch and depress Start. Analyze
the sequence that would be taken and answer the
following questions:
(a)

What address do you go to when leaving
Sheet 11
?

(b)

What turns 6ff the console light?

(c)

As you leave Sheet 12 what is the contents of:

era

(1)

R

(2)

D register
-8-
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(d)

III.

As you leave Sheet 12 what sheet and address
do you go to?

SELF EVALUATION
Answer the following questions as an overall evaluation
of the knowledge obtained in this unit. When you are
finished check to see if you agree with those given in
the appendix.
A.

In CON 07 what number will be put into the D register if not using the maintenance module?

B.

If, after the bounce count delay, there
switch depressed what micro instruction
executed after CON ll?

1S

no

1S

C.

The Unibus Data that is being accepted in LAD 01
originated, where?

D.

After completion of a deposit of 10 into General
Purpose Register RO give the Address Display and
the Data Display.

E.

An Examine of a memory location requires how many
and what type of bus transactions?

IV.

ADDITIONALREADING
Operation Symbols, paragraph 4.2.5, Page 4-11 of
the KDll-A Processor Maintenance Manual, OECllHKDAA-A-D will provide some supplementary information
which you may find useful at this time.

~lliAT

!

S NEXT

After completing this unit you should have a good idea of
what a flow operation looks like.
In the susequent units
you will be analyzing how the micro program accomplishes
the execution of machine instructions.
SUPPLEMENTARY INFORMATION
If you feel the need for more practice concerning these
console operations ask the instructor for additional assignments.
DIGITAL
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K5-8 PWRUP 'NIT l '

.~.-. PWR RESTART

20ms·
It

II

TRIGGERED DURRING PWRUP BY BUS DC lO
GOING HIGH (NEGATED-GOOD· DCI

~I~I-----

·1

I:.
.7om'I
';
~2
s-.JL
~. ~
~

H

.

..

'.
K4-3 JAMUPPl ' ..

.

JI

I

II

K4-3 JAMClK H

.

2 ..---'

--I'

/4-:-" tOO"S, ~

!I '

I

:

/(

1---

t<--

lOOns

,

"11

100ns
.~~~

~~' I

:PJ=j
1

K4-3 JAMSTART H

TRIGGERREO AT 'TRAILING EDGE OF PWRUP INIT
IF ACLO IS HIGH!NEGATEO-GOOO ACI

H

lOOns

K4-2 ClK U (56:091 H

If

I }. .-.------,,,

K4-2 ClK(UPP PUPPI

I

,

'I

'

~.I

_

:

K4-3 JPUP ( I l L ;

I'

"I

TA

,

1. FROM TA TO TB JAMUPP AllOWS JAMMING AN ADDRESSOF 377
INTO THE UPP- THIS CAUSES US TO READ OUT THE CONTENTS OF
ROM lOCATION 377 WHICH IS MICROPROGRAMMED ASALl ZEROES.
2. ATTC,THE TRAIUNG EDGE OF JAM CLK GEN.ERATES ClK UREG,
elK uPP. PUPP - THIS CLOCKS All ZEROES INTO THE UPP &
.THE lU'!EG AND THE 377INTO THE PUPP..

.i

·BY PWRUP INIT STILL BEING· ACTIVE.
4. SINCE THE UREG CONTAIN~ALL ZEROES WE HAVE FORCED
THE MACHINE TO A KNOWN S1;ATE - ALL CONTROL SIGNALS,
INACTIVE (LOCATION 000 INTHE ROM IS:B.EING READ OUT,
BUT THE SUBSEQUENT JAM SEQUENCE WILL ALTER THE UPP
PRIOR TO CLOCKING TH.EUREG AGAIN) .
.5. AT T D THE TRAILING EDGE OF
6.

FWR

RESIABT SETSTHE JPUP FLOP

JPUPTRIGGERSTH~JAMUPP ONE·.SHOT AND FROMTD TOTEWE
JAM ANEW ADDRESS INTO THE UPP [IF HArlT; UPP

=

Z
tJ

H

><

:U

·_.i
I

: .

I
To

.

~,HE JAMsTART PULSE IS INHIBITED fROM STARTING THE CLOCK

J:rj

, .

II . '

1<4,..2 SET ClK l

I-rJ
I-rJ

1

.

TBTe.

~

:;'r..__________
! I

:

I

I-'

o

: I_

"\

:

.

I

~

tJ

I-'
I-'
I

: I

I ,
TETF '

.:>'

7.. ASSUMET'HE HALT SWITCH WAS ON; AT TF THETRAILING EDGE OF
JAM eL.K GENERATES CLKU, CLKIUPP.PUPPI - THIS CLOCKS THE
CONTENTS OF LOC 30 INTO THE· UREG', 315 INTO THE UPP: AND 30
INTO THE PUPP - WE NOW HAyETHE MICROPROGRAM IN THE
CONSOLE ROUTINES.
.
8.. THIS TIME, THE JAMSTART PULSE GENERATES THE SET CLK SIGNAL

b
U1

o

o
o
o

TO TURN ON THE PROCESSOR CLOCK - THE MICROPROGRAM SHOULD
NOW SEQUENCE TO dON06 AND START LOOPING. WAITI NG FOR A
CONSOLE CONTROL SWITCH.'

30 (CON05)l

11-1664

ilF - HALT;. UPP = 33i ITRP1711

KDII-A JAMUPP Timing Sequence
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LEARNING ACTIVITY UNIT
FLOW DIAGRAMS III
MICROPROGRAM WORKSHEETS AND SINGLE OPERAND INS TRUCTIONS

1/21/74

DIGITAL

EQUIPMENT

CDRPOr~ATIDN

11/40 KDIIJ\ 060
RATIONALE
In your first unit, you learned how to read the flow
diagrams.
Then you used that ability to go through
the Console operations and interpret those flows.
Now that you have accomplished that, you should h9ve
a firm understanding of the way the 11/40 does things.
Also, what. the flows look like to accomplish these
operations. Now, it is time to go on.
In this unit, you will discover how the 11/40 executes
machine instructions. Specifically single operand
(~imple) instructions.
To assist you with this executl0n,
you will be introduced to the microprogramming
worksheets. Your understanding and use o·f these
worksheets will be a valuable tool in the learning and
the understanding of the 11/40.
Once you understand how the 11/40 accomplishes
simple machine instructions, it becomes much easier
to progress to the more difficult ones. Knowing how
to implement the microprogram worksheet and then using
that as a major learning tool will greatly enhance your
knowledge and understanding of the 11/40.

DIGITAL

EQUIPMENT

CORPORATION

11/40 KDllA 060
PREREQUISITES

Satisfactory completion to date of all previous
units.

OBJECTIVES

Given a single operand machine instruction, you must
fill out a microprogram worksheet. To demonstrate
successful completion of this unit, you must correctly
identi fy at least 80% of the required items. You are
.allowed to use any and all reference materials at
your disposal, however, a twenty minute (20) time
limit will be effect. You are required to complete
within this time frame.

PRE-TEST
To be filled in when fully programmed environment
in progress.
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LEARNING ACTIVITIES
I.

LECTURE
Attend a short lecture where the instructor will
introduce you to the microprogram worksheet.
He
will identify the format and point out to you
some of the ways it can be beneficial to you as it
applies to the 11/40. He will also stress that
first you must decide how a particular machine
instruction works, then take it through the 11/40
Block Diagram, and finally to the flows to verify
and understand how the 11/40 accomplishes it.
. Please hold you):" questions until the discussion
period at the end of the lecture.

II.

PROJECTS/QUESTIONS
A.

The instructor will pass out microprogram
worksheets to everyone and before filling
in any information, will summarize the
micro flow for the HALT instruction.
Then
together, the microprogram worksheet will
be done.
1. Let us assume that we had deposited all
·zeros into memory location 500 (a HALT
instruction) . Then, after having depressed
the START switch, we finally arrive at
FETCH C, Flow Diagram Sheet C, PDPll/40
System Engineering Drawings.
2. At this
benefit
we will
attempt

point, I think it might be a
to first decide what sequence
be taking, then come back and
an explanation.
The sequence is:

a.

FET 02

b.

FET 03

c.

FET 04

d.

FET 05

e.

CON 00

f.

CON 12

g.

CON 02
-2-
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h.

CON 03

i.

CONSOLE 'LOOP

Now list this sequence on your, microprogram>
worksheet under the column -hame.
3. FET 02
In this micro instruction, we are fetching
the machine instruction. Notice we put,
the address from where we want the FE,TCH
to oC,cur in the BA Register and ,start a
Data' in BUS TRANSACTION
4.FET 03
Accept the incoming instruction and put it
three places IR, B, R[IR].
5. FET 04 & 05
Ihterms of the machine instruction, these
two micro' instructions look'at it,to
see where'to go after FET 05 (by doing the
BUT 37). The additional accomplishment
by FE'!' 04 &05is updating the PC.
6,. CON 00
Base address 100 gets modified to 122
because when the BUT 37 allowed the IR
decodecotldi tions to affect th~ base address,.
Bi t 1 and Bi t 4 were truE!. Refer to
the appendix, and the instructor will put a
visual via the overhead projector of
the "Micro Branch" Timing' Simplified
'Overview for HALT" to assist in your' understand~ng of the branching implementation.
7. CON 12
Move the Processor Status Word to the D
Register. Set the 'Console F/F (fight comes
',bnl and clears the examine & Deposit F/F's.
Do a BUT 24 - what brought me here a , '
, HALT Instruction or a HALT Switch·' -this
time a HALT instruction therefore." 'when done
with CON02 go to CON03 before dropping
"
into the Console Loop. Allows the fact of
HALT switch to modify Bit'l of base address
'024 if necessary.
'
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8. CON 02
The main purpose of this micro instruction
is toinsu:rethat the Processor haag-ot
control of the, Unibus.
The way i t is
accomplished is by turning off the CPU
clock (IDLE (1»
then, setting the F/F
await BUS Busy (AWBY (1»
and when the
Processors BUS Busy F/F becomes ,Set restart the clock and continueoIi~ Now, if
the Processor has the BUS; this will only
be a slight; hesi tation but if not, he will
stop here and wait until he does have it
before continuing on.
9. CON 03
Take the contents of RO and put it into the
D Register, so that it will be displayed in
" , . t h e Console Loop.

~~'~g~~g~?,

"

Console LOop., Stay here displaying RO
looping between CON 04 and CON 06 until
a Control Switch is sensed and you start some
future action.
" . Now ,that you have finished this fi:ist project

together, it is 'time for you to do one on your
own ..
B.

Take a blank micro program worksheet and fill ,
in the inforrp,ation as' you just did.
The
instruction and pertinent information is given
below. Start at FETCHC, Flow Diagram 8. Verify
your answers with those given iIi the appendix .
. GIVEN:

SOO/INC (Rl)
502/HALT

Rl=lOOO
1000/001234

GOOD LUCI<

C.

Take a few min~tes now and investigate how a
decrement would have worked as compared
to the increment you just completed'. Assume
the same information given.
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III.

SELF EVALUATION
Complete a micro program worksheet on the following
instruction. When you finished, check your answers
wi th those given in the appendix. Check wi th the
instructor as necessary to clear up any misunderstanding. Start this w:orksheet at FET02, Flow
Diagram 1..... and go all the way through the sequence
and back toFET 03.
GIVEN;

SOO/BR SELF
S02/HALT

IV. ADDITIONAL READING
There is no specific reading associated with
this unit, however, chapter 4 in the KDIIA
Processor Marti tenance Manual DECll HKDAA-A-D
provides information on the PDPll/40 Flow Diagrams.
WHAT'S NEXT
After completing the unit, you should have a pretty good'
feel for the flows~
In the next unit, you will continue
with the flows tackling more difficult machine instructions.
(double operand- type 1 )
SuPPLEMENTARY INFORMATION
More practice worksheet assignments are available
from the instructor if you feel the need.
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EXAMPLE:

MICROPROGRAM
SOO/INC (R1)
S02/HALT

NAME'

PUPP

upP

UPF

FET02

016

001

004

FET03

"

WORKSHEET

R1 =1()00'
1000/001234 .
DATA
ADDRESS
DISPLAY
DISPLAY
500

,c.

Fetch the
in'struction
,<

001

004

005

005211

FET04004

005

100

500

500

FET05

161

266

502

502

005

COMMENTS

Accept the
inst:r;-uctior

SOD

Update
the
Program
Counter

Get 1000 to
the BA and
~~----+-----~~~----~~----~--------~~~~~~~~ do a DATIP

DSTOO

161

·266

267

502 ,-

1000

•
•

-

',.;".,.

1.

•

,<" ," - •• -~'

;"

'"

But to see

. DST14

266

267

220

005211

1000:.

~,'

'At 'ODD Byte

~------+-----~~~----~~----~--~-------+--~------~

,

;....,

D8T1S

"

,

; e

.

220

267

211

001234·

1'000

\ .

,e"

if not,
wl:lere to off
this .page
-Accept
Operand

Increment
the, (dest)
let the machine ins tr. '
tE311 the ALi
~·------+-------~~~---4-------+-----------+~~".~".-----twhat to do

SSL06

220

211

367

502

1000

,e

211

367

375

001235

1000

DOP12

367

375

016

001235

1000

OOP2~

375

001235

1000

',"

DEC

9-(673)- 1022-N273
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Altering
the
PS
BUT 16 where
to next

MICROPROGRAM

PDP 11/4$1

WORKSHEET
,

EXAMPLE:

500/000777
502/HALT

'I

NAME

PUPP

UPP

UPF

FET02

016

001

004

DATA
DISPLAY

ADDRESS
DISPLAY

COMMENTS

500
j

FET03

001

004

005

OQ0777

500

FET04

004

005

100

500

500

FET05

005

III

340

502

502

BRADD

III

340

.341

502

502

BRAOI

340

341

016

501

502

Take the
sign extended LO Byte
of B Register and add,
it to the
PC
But where
do I,go
after BRA02

BRA02,

341

016

001

501

502

Same as BRAD,o
!

~~

FET02

016

001

004

500

502
-

FET03

001

004

005

000777

500

j

,

,

"

DEC 9-(673)- l022-N273
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LEARNING ACTIVITY UNIT

FLOW DIAGRAMS IV
DOUBLE OPERAND INSTRUCTIONS AND .
OVERLAP

1/21Y74

DIGITAL

EQUIPMENT

CORPORATION

11/40 - KDIIA - 070
RATIONALE
In the previous units concerning the 11/40 Flow Diagrams,
you learned how to interpret and understand the Flows,
and how they apply to simple operations. Hopefully, you
have realized what the flows can do to help you understand
the PDP 11/40 operation. You have been introduced to the
microprogramming, worksheet and realize how it can help you
master the flows.
It is time to go even deeper into th~
11/40 Flow Diagrams and try more 9ifficult operations.
This unit mainly deals with the flows handling Double
Operqnd instructions and the concepts concerning Overlap.
You will complete several worksheets using a couple of
examples to assist you in understanding the unit; that is,
the way the 11/40 does these 'more difficult' operations.
Once you have mastered these Flows, the'rest of the 11/40
becomes very easy. This is the next to the l~st unit in
the Flow sequence and incorporates most of the ideas
learned in the first three. The Flows can answer almost
any question concerning the 11/40 operation - to know
the Flows is to know the machine.

[JIGrT·AI.

I"FJUIPMEl'ri

CCJFli ;UllATIU['j

, 11/40 - KDllA - 070
PREREQUISITES
Satisfactory completion to date of all previous units.

OBJECTIVES
Given a double operand machine instruction you must correctly complete a microprogram worksheet. To demonstrate
successful completion of this unit you must correctly
identify at least 80% of the required items. You can use
any of your notes and/or reference material, however, a
twenty (20) minute time interval will be in effect. You
are required to complete within this time.

PRETEST
To be filled in when full programmed environment is In
progress.

-1DIGiTAL
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11/40 -KDllA - 070

I.

LECTURE:
Attend a short (lO - 20) minute lecture whef~,'~:the
instructor wi,ll define the conditions for Overlap. "
ae~:wiTl:pr;es'ent' the ideas ,concepts and"advantage;s df
:t-h,f3'y,0v:erl,ap situation., He will again str~~s'thaia
kn:QMrle.dg-e of' the machine instructionso,perat±dn' ahd
its movement through the ,blcck is necessary:befor-eat,tempting. 'a microprograrn flow'sequence.
Ple'as~hO't'tf'i
your; questions until the end ofthislectiJ.rewh~n~,·J;
question and discussion period wiilbeheld.'"

II.

PROJECTS/QUESTIONS
A.' The instructor will pass out a microprogram worksheet and everyone will work this first'one~t();:"
gether. The first 'example willincorporat'ett:he
:pol.lhle Operand1instruction and the Overlap featt!.re
together.
GIVEN:
500/MOV %RO, %Rl
502/HALT
RO
Rl

..

!

000050
000100

This instruction will move the'number 50 which is
in RO to Rl.. Now let us fill out a microprogram
worksheet to see how this is accomplished.
B.

Now turn to Page 4-12, Paragraph 4.3 in the KDIIA
Processor Maintenance Manual and read the example
found there. Go through Flow DiagrarnExample'I,
Table 4-2, pages 4:..13 through 4-16,throughly,
step by step and answer the following questions
when you are finished.
1.

What UPF does the BUT(INSTR 1) work on?

2.

What Bits does the BUT 37 modify?'

'3.

What General Purpose Register does the Source
Operand get put into?
_ 2-
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4.

C.

III.

In what microinstruction is the ADD really
accomplished?

Now go throughFlow Diagram Example 2 , T.able
4.3, Pages 4-17, 4,.:-18 in. the KDIIA Propessor
Maintenance Manual using the same procedure
as . above. Answer the questions below when you
co:mplete this project ..
1.

Why is R(SF) incremented. by 2 in SRC Ol?

2.

What ALU input does the
into?

3.

What·is the ICI Bit after this instruction
is executed?

Source.Op~rand

go

SELF EVALUATION
Complete a microprogram worksheet for the following
instruction. Check your results with those in the
Appendix~
. .
GIVEN:
500/CMP (Rl),

(R2)

1000/000050

Rl
R2

=

=

1000·
2000

2000/000040
777776/000017
This instruction compares the contents of memory loc-;ation 1000 to the contents of memory location 2000
and affects the condition codes in some manner.
Re:'"
member the destination operand is not cheng,ed .-, in
other words, no results are delivered td the destination a<ldress.
When you complete this successfully, you should be
ready for the Post Test which will be Similar type
project.
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,. IV.

ADDI'rIONAL READING

The remaining pages of··Chapt'E§r 4 in theKDliA Pro':"
cessor MaintehanceManuci1i.contain·a listing of all the
.11/40 microinstructions j' ::you 'may find this·' useful.
Any information about) theins.truction operation you
find necessary to review can be found in the 11/40
ProcesE;lor Handbook; Chap~er4 • Feel free to look
at this any time.
WHAT'S NEXT

After completing this unit, most of the major Flow Diagram
operations are complete.
In terms ..of the instruction operation,' you are finished, therefbre~ the next unit will deal
with the 'l'rapsand Service Flow Diagrams and that will complete the section dealing with the Flows •
. SUPPLEMENTARY INFORMATION

More practice instructions are available from your instructor should you want or needmol:'e practice.
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APPENDIX
ANSWERS TO II:
B.

C.

1.

100

2.

BIT 5, BIT

3.

Rll

4.

DOP 03, 225

1.

R(SF) equals 7, PC

2.

B input

3.

Cleared, there waS a·carry.

~
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MICROPROGRAM

PDP 11/4$3
50b/021112
1000/000050
2000/000040

EXAMPLE:

PUPP

NAME

R1 = 1000
R2 = 2000

UPP

016

001

004

500

FET 03

001

004

005

021112

pET 04

004

005

100

500

FET as

005

141

247

502

141

247

I

ADDRESS
DISPLAY

DATA
DISPLAY

UPF

FET 02

SRC DO

WORKSHEET

500
500

"

502
START DATI
FOR SOURCE
OPERAND

,

250

COMMENTS

1000

502
.'

SRC 14

247

250

120

SRC 15

250

161

266

i

021112

1000

000050

1000

BUT 35
t\CCEPT SOURCE
OPERAND

1000

DO A DATI, A
~MP MODIFIES
trHE PAUSE

DST 00

161

266

'267

2000

DST 14

266

267

220

021112

-

2000

BUT 33

DOP 08

225

DOP 12

367

.' 375

016

000010

2000

!ACCEPT
,
8~STINATION
PERAND
.
DO THE COMPA}; E
NO DATO DUE 'I 0
DAD 17.
ALTER CODES
~TO CLKOFF DAr 12

DOP 20

375

016

001

000010

2000

BACK TO FETe H

DST 15

267

225

.

367
,

:
.,

,

367

. 000040

2000

3]5

000050

2000

,CONDIT ON CODES RESULTS:

....

.

.'

.I:H It'U.l<.j:!;· 1. I

Al TER .~~
.'

. DEC 9-(673)- l022-N273
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LEARNING ACTIVITY UNIT
FLOW DIAGRAMS V
TRAPS /SERVI CE
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RATIONALE
This is the last of the units concerning the PDP11/40
Microprogram Flow Diagrams.
To date, you ha.ve 1ea:r:ned
how to read, interpret, use andlinderstand the Flows.
You are prepared to take any unknown or unfaritiiiar
instruction and determine how the 11/40 accomplishes
the execution of it by using your knowledge of the
microprogram Flow Diagrams.
One of the most important aspects of any of these· Processors:
the 11/05, 11/40 and the 11/45 is how they
interface to theUnibus,specifica1ly how they handle·
priority transactions (servicing) and. the procedures
taken when error conditions exist (trapping).
This
unit will be concerned mainly with these two groups of
microprogram Flaw Diagrams.
Once you understand how the 11/40 handles these bus
transactions, you can relate i t to your knowledge of the
11/05. You will alsO have a better understanding of
the Unibus and this' unit will also help you later
on with the peripherals. Although this is the last
unit.of the Flows, it may very likely be the most
important one of the sequence.

DIGITAL

,",CjUIPMENT

conPDFIATIUN

11/40 KDllA 080

PREREQUISITES

Satisfactory completion to date of all previous units.

OBJECTIVES

Given four multiple choice questions concerning the
Service and the Trap Microprogram Flow Diagrams, you
must choose ~n answer from four possibilities.
To
demonstrate successful completion, you must correctly
answer three of four questions.
You will be able to use all available references but
you must complete the test in 20 minutes.

PRETEST

To be filled in when fully programmed environment is in
progress.

-1DIGITAL

EDUIPMEh'T
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LEARNING ACTIVITIES
I.

LECTURE
Attend a 40 minute lecture where the instructor
will give a brief review of the priority transactions on the Unibus, namely
BR I sand NPR I S .
A summary of the BR and NPR timing will also be
gi ven. An overview of the T rap Micro routines
will be given with particular emphasis on error
ha.ndling, and a brief look at the Service Micro
routines·wi th the emphasis on priority transactions.
Hold your questions until the lecture is over
when there will be a short discussion period.

II.

PROJECTS/QUESTIONS
A.

The entry to the Service Flows, sheet 10, PDP
]1/40 System Engineering Drawings, when
doinga WAIT instruction is Service A, which
you can readily determine. Verify that the
WAIT Loop, then, consists of the following
group of micro instructions. . (assume nothing
ofa higher priority is pending)
SEROO
SEROS
SER06
SER07
SER08
SER02
SEROS
etc

114
015
012
020
021
017
015

Notice the micro instructions across the top
of this sheet. All have in them a BUT .
Request.
Check note 2 on this sheet for a
complete definition.
You will stay in this WAIT Loop unt.il sud? time
that you get a BR - at that time you will
drop through to SER09. Refer to "Additional
Readings" if you feel more review on priority
transactions is needed •
.B.

Once a BR is received, arbitra.ted and a BG is
issued, you go to SER09 shut off clock and
wait for the interrupt to arrive informing you
that the vector information is on the "D"lines.

-2-
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Trace the steps you now take - pushing
onto the stack your current PC and PSW and
obtaining a new PC and PSW having been given
this vector address .' The sequence should
cor.respondwi th the following~

SERIO
SERII
TRP08
TRP09
. TRPTO
TRPII
TRP12
TRP13
TRP14
TRP15
TRP16
TRP20
TRP21
SER03
SER05
FETOO
C.

002
023
007

115

326
327
113
330
331
077
140
332
333
123
015
013

Verify that, un'derthe condition of Red
Zone overflow and Double Bus. ,Error, tt1.e.
Trap sequence would be altered as such.

TRPOO
TRPOI
TRP02
TRP09
etc

336··

317
215
115

III.' SELF EVALUATION
Answer the following questIons and check your
results with the answers found in the appendix •
. A.

After arriving at the Service Flows and
doing a BUT 26, you find ·two'requests pending.
1.

BERR'

2. BR
Which would be serviced first?

-:-3DIGITAL

EQUIPMENT
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IV

B.

What is the next micro instruction 'executed
after SER05 if you have a yellow' zone over-flow.

,c.

What is displayed in the Console.n.ata lights
when you have executed a WAIT in~s turction
and you are in the WAIT Loop?

D.

What location is the new Processor Status
obtalnedfrom?

E.

If this BR and Interrupt Sequen6e had been
set off due to a Teletype Key being depressed
what would th~~onsole Data li.ghts :read when
PUPP equals·J32?

ADDITIONAL READING
To reinforce your understanding of the. priori ty
transactions on the Unibus, you can read paragraphs 5.6 thru 5.10, pages 5-17thru 5--~4 iIi the
PDPllPeripherals Handbook ancV' or pa]Cagraph .
3.2.2 a.nd corresponding figures, pagesJ-2'-i:hru
3-12 in the KDllA Processor Maintenance 'Manual.
General Uhibus theory and operation explanations
are found in chapter 5, pages 5.....,1. th:ru 5.....,17 of
thePDPll Per:i.!pherals Handbook.

WHAT'S NEXT
After cqmpleting this unit, you are finished wi th
the mic:rpprogram Flow Diagrams. You nowhave.the
ability
(given Some machine instruction)to.tak.e it'
through the Flows intelligently describing. -the events
that ta~::e place along the way. After a Lab period to
reinforce the flows and the Maintenance Mqdule usage,
you will be. ready to go into the EngineeriIt9" Drawings. '
SUPPLEMENTARY INFORMATION
If you feel the need for more practiqe with the flows
or more information concerning the operation of PDPll/40
consult with your instructor for additional'
assignments.
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APPENDIX
Answers to self evaluation
A.

BERR

B.

TRP03

C.

The WAIT instruction inclusively ORed with the
updated PC

D.

The vector address plus 2

E.

060
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APPENDIX
FROM
DEVICE

~
.~-5

.....

BUSNPR

..

NOTE 1

(-AC LO) ,* (-DAlIPI • -- (SACK + NPR III + GRANT BAl· elK NPR
K4-5

K4·5
BUS ACTION

PRoe ACTION

PRoe ACTION

NOTE 2
BBSY(1)· (elK BUS + PCLR MSYN)

TSACK <-1
TO

~.
~BSY<-.

DEVICE

0'

-

'.

~

":·15 usee

IPROCESSDR'SBUSYFLOPI

NEG~TE BUS BBSY

K4·5

============

AT THIS TIME THE DEVICE
WILL ASSERT
BBSY AND

15 usee
DEVICE GENERATING ORIGINAL

aus

NEGATE SACK.

FROM

BUS NPR DOES NOT RESPOND AND

DEVICE

NO CLA PTA OCCURS IN PROC[SSOR.

1

DEVICE WilL RELEASE BUS BY
NEGATING BUS BBSY

BUS SACK

- (SACK + BUS BBSY + SSYN. + GRANT)

K4-6

INHIBIT BUS FLOP

NOTE 3

FROM TRIGGERING
MSYN DELAY CLOCK

TSACK .- 0
NOSACK
4·'

a

PROCESSOR TAKES CONTROL

OF BUS AND INITIATES

(SEE DATA XFEA FLOWS)

BUS CYCLE WHICH WILL
RESTART CLOCK.

11- 1680

Notes:
b. PCLR MSYN
jllsl finishing a Datil XFE.R Bus
Cycle dock is on hut will qo off when IIlicro

1 NPRs <:1ft? clocked frequently to determine if NPR
Service needed NPG occurs.

program reaches nex.t Data XFER rnicrmounne.

il. BGBUS (1) ·microword specifies a diltil transfer
b. ENPR ClK ·from EIS/FIS option
c. CLK IA -. microprogram in FETCH
d. BUT26' P3 ·miclwirogram jllst entered SE RVICE

c. SERVICE

AWBY'SET ClK .. clo.ck restarting after hus cycle

t.

P MSYN - A device has asserted BUS MSYN

2 Microprogram either just starting or finishing a data XFEA
Bus Cycle or in Service when proc·essor gives up the bus to
the NPR device
B.

qive up the bus to do NPRs on

BUT26 and un AWBBY

3 SACK tirneouts will not Cilllse a trap but will generatf' CLR
PTR·w.hich cleans up thfl NPA Priority XFEA control
flip·Hops, lInd will restart Processor Clock.

'

ClK BUS ·just starting· processor Data XFER _.
clock will he turned off in this U word or succeeding
, ·'vord

KDI1-A Priority Transfer Timing and Control for NPRs
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FROM

~~~

K4·6

- (NPR (1) + SACK + GRANT SR)

NOTE 2

I
K4·6

100 ns

===:::::;====

I

COMPARE SR lEVEL WITH PS (7:s.l
TO DETERMINE IF SA IS AT A

PTRD (0)

HIGHEA PRIORITY LEVEl THE

BRa

THAN THE PROCESSOR

BRn>PS (7:5)

Basy (1)· ·NPR

I
WAIT_ FOR MICROPROGRAM TO
BRANCH TO SERVICE AS A AESUL T

OF BUT SERVICE· BRPTA (11

I

BUT 25· P2· BRPTA (1)

c:t=J

{ SEROi LOC 320 }

K5·4

BBSY (1) • -NPR • BRO· BRPTA(l)

~~VICE

K4-5

CII!I---

15 usee
15
. BUS SACK

K4·6

K4-5

0,,,
BRSV (1)
RESET PROCESSOR'S
BUSY FLOP TO RELEASE
THE BUS

Note~:

1 elK PTRD cluCks ,'1 OJ\e shQt, PlRn (100 nsl at the
follOWing limes

BUS BSSY AND TAKES CONTROL OF

THE BUS.
THE MICROPROGRAM TURNS OFF THE
CLOCK AND IS WAITING IN SERlO - LOC 22

<I. CL K IR

stilrt 01 em:h InSlrlJCtlon

h. BUT:26 . f'ntering o;ervice mll:rOrll'Jltnf!
MSYN . MS),riI Ilf r.very blls eyell! d.nfll
an overf"ll ~'Iuallf}n

t.

WHEN CLOCK IS RESTAFlTEO RESUl T OF BUT 07
IN SER 10WILl CLEAR eASV.

L...

:2 AI Ilw Icarllng w"lq(' of PTBD the requn~I'~ ~Iored. rhmnIJ
tltl' 100 ns the reqllllslls arbitraten ijnd nln Iraillllqr.rlp'

GO TO SHEET 2

Will S,:I BRPTR If BRn . PS (7:51

11-1681

KDII-A Priority Transfer Timing and Control for BRs (Sheet 1 of 2)
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DEVIcE HAS CONTROL OF
THE UNIBUS AS A RESULT
OF A SR TRANSFER

PASSIVE RELEASE

ACTiVE

RELEASE

-, (BUS BBSY + SACK +.SSYN +'GAANT)
FROM
DEVICE
K4·5

...-_ _ _J..._ _ _.,K4-5
K4-4

DEVICE PLACES
VECTOR ADDRESS ON
o LINES DURING
INTERRUPT

K42
STARTS CLOCK
EXECUTION OF SERlO
RESETS BRSV (BUT07)

INTR
INTR 111

TO

~

1

STARTS CLOCK
EXECUTION Of SER 10
1. BUTS INTR
2. RESETS BRSV (BUT07\
3. A [14] ~. BUS DATA (VECTOR)

PROCESSOR
ANSWERS

DEVICE

INTERRUPT
WITH SSVN

$. .

SER1,··· .....

LOC23

INTR {1i

UPON RECEIPT O'F

SSVN THE. DEVICE
RELEASES THE BUS BY
DROPPING BUS eaSY

Notes·

MICROPROGRAM BRANCHES
TO_TRAP SERVICE MICRQROUTINE

AND BUS '1TR

1 INTR normally gets reset by working BUT
microroutine'(TAP16

In

trap serVice

BUT03"Plj KS-4
(BUS BBSY

+ SACK +- SSYN + G,RANT)

2. SSYN timing"

BINTR

J)

~ T~
~___~_________

INTRI1I j T

I

BUS SSYN

~ o,~",;",,_____
350

.J
PROCESSOR TAKES
BACK CONTROL OF
THE BUS.

T= f gate delays on UNIBUS

KD l1-A Priority Transfer Timing and Control for BRs (Sheet 2 of 2)
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BUS NPR'

BGBUS

NPF!l1 )

BUS NPG

--~~~Iv~~~~----------------~'rl------------~------------------
..---""-----~

C,LK BUS

'rr---,.------------------.,,----------

BaSY (1)'

'BUS SACK

o

SACK

TBn.,.

0:-'
' . , . - - - - - - -

PERIPH RELEASE

'n

-:-

, r -

_ _ _ _ _ _- -_ _----------------~, 'L_____~~-----...-'I' "L_ _ _ _ _ _ _~

'NOTE~

"

1; Stiti nil NPR conditionai upon - (DATI P + B AC LO)

2 . From TA TO Ta ,the NPR di!vi~e hos control of thi! Unibus

'Figure3-3 NPRPriorityTransfer Timing Sequence"
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~
.•.O
. 6U".I"

.•

1<27
B"'~¥

• DA TO fBI

L'BUS'FMD~
K"

BUS
D{1b,OOI

DATtP +
DATOS" BYTE INSTR

It",)=-..,"

I
-- --

(PRoe RELEASE + SSYN)

L.-----~~---~EJBSY(ll~·BUSCl

BBSY 111
,----------~

BUS SSVN

15Qn5

BUS STOP

IiIlJSA(1],OO)

K4.J
•• FORDE:1AIL$()NBBSY

SEE l'HE PRIORITY

1----- NO MSYN _________

BUS MSYN

1(4·4

XfR CONTROL & TlMIN'G
FLOW CHART

,-,-..:..-.1.._-. - - - - .- ]
50 ns

Notes
1 ClKOFf. CLK8A, & 8GBUS ilfe bits In each micro
. Instruction and ar'e ossened in U word, that mltiilll'
data transfers (CLKOF F does not have to occur in
same U word ,as BGBUS & CLKBA i,e., updallmj B

"r----

I

Pl·tP3

IDLE· 0

/

NO SSVN

/

RESPONSE

/
/
/

reg delays turning off the clockl

/
2

O~erflow si-tuatlon~ ar~

/

spl'cofled by the U word DAD
/

code and a reg.

TEMPORARY STORAGE AS

in FET04 and nn an overlap
U word that delivers result during

3.
il

IF DATI (P~ CLOCK

L ---+ UNIBUS GATA INTO

Odd Address situations ar!' sPG.cilied by Ih", DAD COd!1
and fR (iecode· byte Ins!r

1 BREG
2 IREG

BIT!CMP+TST

3 GPR
11-1679

4. Processor has control of the Bus a~d it is now getting
ready to release it ~s a result of a NPR or SR transac
lion also SSYN ;5 inactive

KDII-A Bus Data XFER Timing and Control

-8-
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J

.. .

BUS BR n - - - - ,

~"",,:,---'--"~----_'

..

II,

[BUT 26* P4J
PTRD (T)

."

.

....

---"'_-=
===-:--_____ __:_:_----

~"l-I....:...:_ _ _~_ _ _ _
~

.... IOOn5-:-/[/

I

L-RQ

BRPTR (I.)

pi

L-.

.

I~

[UREG)

SER'07

,J

SER O B I

SER09 . '

I'

$ER

io

SER

111

···:P2Jl·PI~I-I""'·----"""""...,....;.I
"
. . / 1 - '_ _ _ _---,
BRSV(I)~

,GRANT

BR~

,

···J

~.L..
BUS.BGn~
BUS

SAC~

o SACK

I
ex>
PJ

BaSY (1)

.' ,

J

BUS BBSY

-l

~,,
IIL

H75nsFI
.

3.•• PfWCESSQR STORES VECTOR AND

to"AESPqN~ TO QEVI~~.

ACTiVATES SSYN

.....

1...'

L
_____.....1' ,l

.L, 11--._____--,-_

_+_

I~

* BUS INTR
.

"--:-:===~:
'

~'

ENJOYS HIGHEST.·PRIORIJY IN .SYSTEM

_ _---"'_ _

' ,
,,1
n----..;...-----1
.'
. }--~---- -Jr --....;....--1-

IDLE (l)

2. • DEVI.CE.sENDS VECTOR'"ADDRESS ON UNIBUS.O"lINES WITH INTR

I

1

CLKOFF C1I.-J '

NOTES: 1. TIMI~G·SEqUE!'ICE AS~UMES BAn

I'

,I

I~I-I

BfNTR..

_...;...,.-J

i.~.·

SETCi.K

iNTR(1)I~'
. 1'1 ... -'.

I "

\'

LV__

BUS, SSYN
11-1676

BR Priority Transfer Timing Sequence'

APPENDIX

ClKQFF (1)

C lKBA(1)

I
I

FET03

FET 02

[UREG1J
BGBUS (1)

11/40 KD11A 080

lL.,--"__~______
lL_-'-___
lL______
I
...;.J

'II

.~

,

FEr 04

---.,_...;.J

, f

loj

--.:..._......"...;.J

rJ .Jf

ClKfR (1) _-'-_ _ _ _ _" , , _ - - - - '

If
. i

I

WRU1)* WHR (1) ._ _ _ _ _ _ _-;.-...,..._ _...;.J

1\
ClKB(1) _ _ _-~_--'"'""--..,........_.,.:!

ClKBUS

. Cli< BA
REClK _ _ _- ' - - - - - 1 - - - '

IDLE (1)

---+---..-4_--..;....J

BWAIT(1) _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _

BUS (1)

~.,.....,.-..;....J

---.":",,---'--_,_'-------1

it*.

MSYN (1)

BUS

MSYN~_~~

______

150ns~

~--~--_-

~--~ ~--~---~~~~~

_____

BUS SSYN
B SSYN _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _

P1 ____

~

___________

~------~~r--l~--~__--

~

P1 ____________

p

cui

MSYN

ClK IR

ClK B

ClK

2.
3.
4.
S.
6.
1.

u
u

",.. ~ __ :~::!~_____________ h:l_

DATI"P(l) ____

NOTES: 1.

---------~..;....J

m

___ ___

J

EFFfCTSOf GATE DElAVS AND F.F: RESPONSE NOT SHOWN
ASSUMES KD11·A !I~~ CONTROL OF THE UNIBUS IBBSY (111
.. CLOCK NPR RE.J.UESTS: IF NPR I1LTHEN BBSy +- 0
•• TRIGGERING DELAY TO CLOCK MSVN CONDITIONAL UPON
MACHINE STATE: - (PROe RELEASE + SSYNI .. BBSY (1)
MSVN BEING SET TRIGGERS"1S USEe BUS TIMEOUT DELAY

INHIBIT SETTING MSVN IF BUS STOP ACTIVE: IRED ZONE OVH + aDA ERR I TRAP
SCALE: TINCH"" 100 NSEC.
.
11-1677

l(DII-A DATI(P) Bus Transaction Timing Diagram
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[UREG]

BG BUS (1)

CLKOFF(1)

C1BUS (1)

J
J
J
J

DEP 09

CON 05

CON 06

CO BUS (1)

CLK BUS

BC1 (1)

BUS FM D

RECLK

IDLE (1)

BWAIT (1)

BUS (1)

**
~------'50ns

MSYN (1)

------~

BUS MSYN

BUS SSYN

B SSYN

SET CLK

~~------------~~~------

P1

l,-------,

P CLR MSYN
EFFECTS OF GATE DELAYS AND F.F. RESPONSE NOT SHOWN

NOTES

ASSUMES KO ll-'A HAS CONTROL OF THE UNIBU51 BBSY(
3. • CLOCK NPR REQUESTS. IF NPR (1) THEN BBSY,
4

nI

a

., TRIGGERiNG-.DELAY TO CLOCK MSYN CONDITIONAL
UPON MACHINE STAlE" - (PROe RElEASE. SSYN) • 88SY (1)

5.

t MSVN Bf;:ING S'ET TRIGGERS 15 USEe Bl)S TIMEOUT DELAY

6. INHIBIT SET11NG MSYN IF BUS STOP IS ACTIVE:
IRED ZONE OVFL + aDA ERRI

TRAP

II -1678

7 SCALE: 1 INCH ",' 100 NSEC

KDll-A DATO(B) Bus Transaction Timi~g Diagram
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LEARNING ACTIVITY UNIT

. PDP 11/40 LABORATORY PROJECT I

MAINTENANCE MODULE USAGE
1/21/74

DIGITAL

EQUIPMENT

CORPORATioN

11/40 - KDllA - 090
RATIONALE
In the previous units you have analyzed the 11/40 Block
Diagram and then the Flow Diagrams to understand how the
processor accomplished the execution of machineinstructions. with your general knowledge, the Block Diagram
and the microprogram worksheets you were able to deter;...
mine what exact steps the processor went through and what
happens at each of these.
In this unit, then, you will verify that your previous
determinations were in fact correct. You can do this
by using the KMllA Maintenance Module. This maintenance aid allows you to execute one microinstruction at
a time and then stop, one microinstruction and stop, etc.
The only way to determine if the sequence of microinstructions is correct and the data ~s correct is through proper
use of the KMllA. ·To trouble shoot the PDP 11/40 effectively you must be· able. to correctly operate the Main.,..
tenance Module and analyze the information {t provides
for you.

DIGITAL

ECJLJIPMENT

COPPCIHATIUI··j

11/40 - KD11A - 090
. PREREQUISITES
Successful completion to date of all previo'us units.

OBJECTIVES
Given one of the various console flinctions'youmusfverify
that the sequence taken and the data displayed is ,correct.
After a console function do a typical'machine instruction
to verify its operation. To demonstrate successful completion of this unit you must. correctly determine the
sequence and the Data: of a machine instruction given to
you by the instructor, and record it on a microprogram
worksheet.

PRETEST
.Tobe filled in when a fully programmedenvirohment is in
e·ffect.

-1DIGITAL

fc'C)UIPMENT

CORPUHATICJN

11/40 - KDIIA - 090
LEARNING ACTIVITIES
I.

LECTURE
Attend a short lecture where the instructor will define
the indicators and switches of the KMIIA as i.:t applies
to the PDP 11/40. Then a brief overview of its usage
in the KDIlA. All procedures concerning its use and
purpose will· be outlined. Questions will be answered
and discussion permitted during this lecture.

II.

PROJECTS/QUESTIONS
A.

Before going to Lab
1.

Review the procedure taken to check out
equipment.

2.

The instructor will make team and machine assignments as necessary.

3.

Take the necessary material, to include:
(a)
(b)
. (c)

B.

Picture of overlay.
'Processor Clock Block Diagram •
Several Micorprogram Worksheets.

(d)

Paper and pencil.

(e)

Processor Engineering Drawings.

(f)

KMll Maintenance Module Set.

After arriving in Lab
1.

Go to your assigned machine and make sure the
power is off.

2.

Assemble and install the KMll in Slot Fl of the
KDlIA backplane.

-2DIGITAL

EOUIPMENT

CORPORATIOi\J

11/40 - KDllA - 090

C.

3.

Turn the Mclk Enab switch to the OFF position
and put the HALT switch on the console to the
Halt position and power,up.

4.

Once in the console mode dynamically Load Address to 500 and deposit a MOV %0, %1.

5.

Now activate the KMll and single clock through
an Examine of the instruction you just deposited.

6.

When back in the Console Mode depress start·
and execute the previously deposited instruction to verify its operation.

7.

continue to practice using the Maintenance
Module until such time that the instructor
gives you your Post ,Test. Use your examples.
that you took tl1rough the Flows previously
for additional practice.

Before leaving the Lab
1.

III.

Power down your systems and remove the Main. tenance Module.

2.

Replace panels, close doors, etc. to properly
secure the system you were working with.

3.

Straighten chairs, tables, etc. as necessary.

SELF EVALUATION
A.

Dynamically deposit the following information then
single clock this instruction through. Check your
.results with those in the Appendix.
SOOO/BICB #377, -(3)
R3 = 3000
2776/177777
Start at FET 05 and give final results.

-3-
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IV.

ADDITIONAL READING
Paragraph 7.3 and corresponding figuresand.tables on
pages 7-4 - 7-'-8 in theKDllA Processor Maintenance
Manual contain a detailed description of the KMllA.

WHAT'S NEXT
After completing this unit, you have completed the second
major portion of the 11/40.
(First the Block Diagram,
. then the Flow Diagrams, and finally the Engineering
Drawings which will be started next.) You are well on
your way to obtaining the necessary knowledge and understanding·to do an acceptable maintenance job with the
PDP 11/40. In the next four (4) units you will identify
and analyze the 11/40 Engineering Drawings so that you
obtain a working knowledge of major circuits and the prints
in general.·
SUPPLEMENTARY INFORMATION
If you want more practice with the Maintenance Module,
arrange some extra Lab time with your instructor.

~4DIGITAL

EQUIPIVIENT

CORF'ORATION

·

...
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INDICATORS

SWITCHES

rl--~----------~~~--~~~--~------------~~--~vr-------------~~------~--~

pupp

pupp

6

3

PUPP
0

BUPP (

BUPP

BUPP
0

C

PUPP

PUPP

PUPP

BUPP

BUPP

7

4

1

7

4

BUPP
1

V

PUPP

PUPP

BUPP

BUPP

8

5

PUPP
2·

8

5

BUPP
2

Z

TRAP

SSYN

MSYN

T

N

6

3

e e
C e

MSTOP

MCLK

MCLK
ENAB

NOTE:
Maintenance module set plugs into slot F 1. of the .KD11-A
11-166?

PUPP

BUPP

Address of the microinstruction stored in the.
Ureg.
'" ~ddress of the next microinstruction being
read out.

1. MSTOP

- Allows stopping the processor clock when
BUPP =SR (8:0)

2. IVICLK .ENAB

3. MCLK

disables processor clock and allows single
clocking the microprogram with MCLK
~single

clock switch

KDII-A Maintenance Module Overlay
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SYNCHRONOUS REGENERATION

f

RECLK
ASYNCHRONOUS RESTART

CLOCK
FLI P-FLOPS
CLK a MCLK

CLOCK
CONTROL

MAINTENANCE CONTROL

~

,~

Pl

CLOCK
LENGTH
SELECTION

P2
P3

TIMING
PULSE
SELECTION

OUTPUT
TIMING
PULSES

UREG CONTROLJ
CLKLO

~

-.J

I'tJ
I'tJ
t<:l

I
U1

E3

llJ
I

H

P1

:

n!-_____
:
nL_________

CLK L 1,

:

!

P2

CLKL2!

:

P2

'

I

r--l

I
CLKL31-

I

140ns

-,

1----~-200ns ----~

\ - - - - - - - - - - 300 ns

::x:

I1

,

n

"-..
~

o

. ~III _______

e
I-'
I-'
~

I

:

:

I

,
I,

-,
·1

I-'
I-'

.1
11-1661

KDll·A Processor Clock, Block Diagram

o
'.0
o
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PDP 11/4¢

MICROPROGRAM

11/40 "'- KDIIA - 090
WORKSHEET

EXAMPLE:

PUPP

NAME

UPP

UPF

DATA
DISPLAY

ADDRESS
DISPLAY

PET 05

005

142

240

5002

5002

SRC 01

142

240

250

5002

5002

SRC 03

240

250

120

5004

5002

SRC 15

250

164

260

000377

5002

DST 02

164

260

267

3000

5002

DST 03

260

267

220

2777

2777

DST 15

267

237

270

177777

2777

DST 16

237

270

220

142743

2777

DST 17

270

231

254

177777

2777

DOP 10

231

254

074

000377

2777

DOP 22

254

074

366

177400

2777

DOP 21

074

366

016

177400

2777

366

375

016

177400

2777

COMMENTS

DATI

DATTP

!

DOP 11

RESULT. 076/00037
..

~

DEC 9-(673)- l022-N273
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LEARNING ACTIVITY UNIT

PDP 11/40 LOGIC DIAGRAMS I
FORMAT - SPECIAL CIRCUITS - DATA PATHS
1/21/74

DIGITAL

EQUIPMENT

CDRPORATIOf'J

11/40 - KDllA - 100
RATIONALE
In the Learning Activity units up to this point, you have
learned the Dperation of the 11/40 utilizing the Block
Diagram and the Flow Diagrams. Along with your general
knowledge and these two things it became possible to
determine how the 11/40 executed the 11 instruction set.
Now that you know how the cpu does its' thing, the last
several units will deal witb the Logic Diagrams (Engineering
Drawings). You will be given an overview of the prints
and shown the major circuits and key signals. An attempt
will be made to provide you with the 'ability to gate chase'
should it become necessary in the future.
Identification,
location, description and understanding will be our main
goals during the next five units.
If at some time you find it'necessary to trouble shoot the
Processor down to chip level, these units will prove invaluable to you. A basic understanding of the prints will
reinforce those concepts and ideas that you may have had
difficulty with to date in the course.

DIGITAL

EOUIPMENT

CDRPORATIO~J

11/40 - KDIIA - 100
PREREQUISITES
Satisfactory completion to date of all previous units.

OBJECTIVES
Given ten signals and/or circuits concerning the Data
Paths, you must locate them in the Print set and state
the coordinate and page number~ To demonstrate successful completion of this unit you must correctly locate and
state eight (8) of these signals/circuits. A time limit
of 20 minutes will be allowed.

PRETEST
To be filled 1n when fully programmed environment is in
progress.

-1DIGITAL

EOl)IPMENT

CORPORATION
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LEARNING ACTIVITIES
I.

LE~TURE

Attend a forty-five (45) minute lecture where the in-·
structor will introduce the Ehgineering Drawings. He
will discuss the format of each print, identify the
conventions ann present a brief overview of the .'Data
Paths, module M7231 •
.SQme:.sp:ecial circuit chips will beanaly2:ed and pointed
out,-,to 'you in the logic diagrams. Makenot.es ort :ycn~r
prints and jot down any questions you· may ·have Clndask: ....
them after the lecture.

.".

II.

PROJECTS/QUESTIONS
with yourBJ,.ock Diagram as an aid:
A.

Analyze the D mux on the Kl-2 print and identify
the four possible inputs. List the .binary configuration of the SDM bits and the corresponding
inputs below and on your block diagram.

SDMl·,O

INPUT TO D MUX
FROM

2.
3.

4.

1i.

Determine the output of BMUX BITe on the Kl-2
print when·the SBML BITS are equal to two (10)

C.

At coordinate B8 on Print KI-4 there are some
74H04 inverters at component locationE29. What
is the DEC part number?

-2-
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D.

Locate the ALU (07:04), determine the inputs to A
and B and the origin of the control bits to the ALU.

E.

The BA MUX is contained on
seperate
integra.ted cj;rcuit chips and is found at coordinate
on the Kl Print set~.

F.

The D register is a
its input from the

G.

On Kl-6, Bl you find F04P2 state all you kllow about
this.

H.

The D(C) Flip Flop is on Kl-5 at what time is it
clocked?

I.

The BA register is located on Kl-6. Analyze the
AND Gate at D6 (E5) and describe its purpose.

J.

On the Kl-7 Print determine the first decoded address to give you the signal BOVFL stop H.

type chip and gets

- 3-
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K.

L.

Tl).e G]?Rs on Kl-8 are type 3101A chips.
does it take to: '
~

1.

Address

2.

Read a GPR

3.

Write.a GPR

What

GPR

On the Kl-9 Print a comparison oLthe Slt and BUPP
takes place. What two (2)6utputs does this circuit provide?

Check your answers to the preceeding questions in the
Appendi~.
Get help from your instructor if you do not
understand any of the above or if you wgnt a more detailed explanation of any of the circui~s~
III.

ADDITIONAL READING
Chapter 5 in the KDIIAprocessorMaintenanc.e Manual
contains the Logic Diagram Description. Pages 5.,..1,
5-2, 5-3 are concerned with the general,format and
pages 5-3 through 5-19 with a more detailed description of the M723l Data Paths Module. 'All of this
reading will be, of a benefit to you now and in the
future.

WHAT'S NEXT
After completing this unit you will continue with your
analysis of the, logio diagrams and go on to the rest of
the Engineering Drawings. This group of LAU's c6nsists
of four (4)~~its.·
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SUPPLEMENTARY INFORMATION

Consul t your instructor if you want more practice·. or ad~
ditional projects with this first unit of the logic
diagrams.
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A

B
C

OUTPUT
D

E

EXPANDED ADD/NOR. ALL "AND GATES" MAKE OUTPUT
SAME MANNER.
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.....

A3 A2 Al AO

ALL LOWS TO ADRS R17

10
(')

12

D

9
1_

0

C

8

PS(C) (l)L

I""

PS(C)
11

pS (C) (1) H

1

9

PS (C) (O)L

8

PS (C) (O)H

I'"

-C)

13

13
l

12

8

p

r
I~

9

I'-'

S(Z)(l)H

P S(Z) (l)L

PS(Z)
ir-

8

P S(Z) (O)L

9

p

I'-'

11
1;]
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DREG

UNIBUS ---..,..--,

__- - - R D BUS

SDMI
D
SDMO

MUX

-.,...-~

ALU

-~_

;.--;-..- RD BUS

BA MUX
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B MUX

RD BU8

B

A

ALU

838281 80

M

--

~....

.

-.-/
FUNCTION

MOhE
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A~l?PENDIX

BA

r-----~.

PS ADRS

f----~

SLR ADRS

t---~.

REG ADRS

t---~~

SRADRS

REGISTER
BITS

B()VL STOP

BA
REGISTE.R
BITS

1-"---""'. B()VL

D

REGISTER
BITS

1--_'-;"";:::"

D

=

0

Kl-7
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w

CS

GENERAL
PURPOSE
REGISTERS

D MUX

16 x 16

RD BUS

IR
SRS
IR
SRD

ADRS
SELECT

t---_-..J

SRBA

RTF

SRI

-11Kl-8
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APPENDIX
ANSWERS
II.

A.

'ro
1.
2.
3.
4~'

PROJECTS AND QUESTIONS
00,
01,
10,
11,

RD BUS
UNIBUS DATA
D REGISTER
D REGISTER RIGHT 'SHIFTED

B.

B08 (swapping or duplicating bytes)

C.

1909931

D.

1.
2.
3.

A input = RD BUS
B input = B MUX
Control bits from K3-8

E.

1.
2.

four
B2

F.

1.
74174
2 . . ALU

G.·.

1.
2.
3.
4.

H.

When the D register is clocked' (CLKD &P2 pulse)

I.

It is this And Gate that monitors BITS Ij, 14, 15
of the BA register so that Bit 16, 17 become active low on
the address lines whenever the attempted address
is ~ 160000.

J.

336

K.

1.
2.
3.

L.

1.
2.

(Kl~l)

(4)

Level

F\(bottom) of a HEX heightm.odule
Slot 4 of the 9 slotKDIIABackplane
Pin P
Row 2

One of the ,four (4) select signals, SRI, SRBA,
SRS, SRD, and their associated bits.
. Same as above
Same as above plus a write signal.
UPPMatch
P Match
-12-'
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LEARNING ACTIVITY UNIT
LOGIC DIAGRAMS II
UWORD AND IR DECODE

1/21/74

11/40 KDllA 110
RATIONALE

In the previous unit, you were introduced to. the format
of tpelogicdiagrams and you took a relatively close
look at the Data' Paths module (M7231). YoU were,
able to identify and locate major circuits 9-ndkey
signals. You then applied that knowledge to your
previous knowledge of the Block Diagram so, that you
could make a meaningful cbr.relation between the two.
cPrehapsthis uni tcon tains the' two most important
modules in the PDPll/40, UWord(M7232) andIR Decode (M7233).
The ROM of course, being the heart of
the Processor and the BUT providing the, streamlining
of the Microprogram. Our major goal in this" uni t
will also be to identify and locate major circuits and
key signals so that we recognize them in the future if
the need arises. You will be able to discuss and
illustrate the major areas of these two modules when
you have completed this unit.
The knowledge and skills that you acquire in this unit
will enable you toe.ffectively, identify problems within
these modules.' .In a subsequent unit,· you will be re .....
quired to troubleshoot some liveproblemsconcerriing
these two modules and successful completion of this
unit should enable you to properly
isolate
them.
.
,
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PREREQUISITES

Satisfactory completion to date of all previous units.

OBJECTIvEs

Given five multiple choice questions regarding
.circuit operations/failure symptoms, you must choose
the most correct answer from those distra,ctors given.
To demonstrate successful completion, you must
correctly answer four of the. five questions. You will
be allowed to use all ~available references but a time
limit of 20 minutes will be in e:ff~ct.

PRETEST

To be filled in when fully programmed environment is in
progress.
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ACTIV~TIES

I. LECTURE
j

Attend a short lecture where the instructor will
give .a brief overview of the UWord M7232 and IR
Decode (M7233) Logic Diagrams. Pay close attention
and take any notes you feel are pertinenL
Jot
down your questions to ask after the lecture ...
Correlate your prints to the Block Diagram whenever
possible to provide for a better and more thorough
understanding.
II. PROJECTS/QUESTIONS
.. A.K2-2Print
1. An,alyze the UPP Flip Flops down the center
of the print. Note how their state can be
affected. Let us look at UPP3.
a.

Direct set or. clear byJAMuPP Logic

b;.

Clocked at (CLK(UPP'

c.

Data Input qualified

* PUPP»

(1) Output of ROMEIS
(2) BUS U03 -

from e:x:pantion ROM"

(3) BUBC-· Basic Micro branch Control
2. Locate the PUPP register and identify what
the inputs a:r."e and when the clocking takes
place

B.

K2-3 Print
1. Locate the address input to'the.ROM chip at
the left side of the print & define this.
(the
UPP register output supplies the'· address to the
ROM, verify on your Block Diagram)
2 ~" Compl~t~ly ?-escribe the. clocking and data
quall.fl.catl.ons for the UPP8 Flip Flop. Com-.
pare your results wi th those given in the
Appendix.
3. Note that this print completes the UPP and
PuPPregistersand that postionof the ROM
that contains the UPF.
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C.

K2-4 through

K2~8

Prints

1. These diagrams contain the remainder

of the UWord. Analyze these and identify
the R0r.1 chips and the corresponding register
Flip Flops.
2. On the K2-8, note the three (3) Berg
connectors. These connectors carry the
expansion ROM bits if the EIS option. is
installed. They are left blank on machines withdut the KEII-E
D.

The ROM (Micro instruction) listings are the final
two sheets before the IRDecode, it gives the
contents of each location in the KDII-A's ROM.
Review your knowledge of these fields and
format with the simplified description and
diagram in the appendix.

E.

K3,...2 Prints
Analyze each of the six (6) multiplexer chips
found here and determine the following:
1. Which BUT's activate each chip

2. Which Bits can each control
3. Where do the outputs from these
multiplexers go
4. If a particular butted condition is true what level leaves this page
,When you have made your determinations verify
your findings with those in the appendix
F.

K3-3 Print IR & Decode
1. Analyze the four

(4) IR register chips
found on this print and note the inputs,
outputs and clocking. Correlate this
print with your Block Diagram.

2. Inspect the IR decoders to insure your
comprehension.
These should not be new
to you. Check the truth table on this
print and the appendix to verify your
thoughts. Note the type outputs you get
from these decoders.

- 3-
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G.

K3-4 Print I.RD & Overlap
1. More IR decoding found at the top of this
print. Note what it takes to enable
decoder E34.
2. Overlap combinational decoder. Decodes
those various conditions under which we
start a Fetch in micro instruction FET04.
Cross reference the Boolean Expression
of the overlap conditions found in note
3, Flow Diagram 1, to this logic. Verify
as many conditions as you feel necessary.

H.

K3-5 Print to modify Base Address 100 during
a BUT 37. In other words, the logic that
facilitates getting off Flow Diagram 1.
1. Let us analyze how the WAIT instruction
would condition the appropriate
bi ts
such that Base Address 100 when doing a
BUT 37 would become modified to a 114.
BITS 2 & 3 are the ones we will concern
ourselves with. Start at coordinate 'C5
with the translation WAIT 6.
a. Immediately fires two gates; E70 pin 8
and E69 pin 8
b. From E70 pin,8 through E29 pin 10 through
E35 pin 03 to become BUBC3 H.
c. From E69 pin 8 through E54 pins '1
become BUBC2 H

&

2 to

d. These two signals feed to sheet K3-2
E98 and E90. When a BUT 37 is active
these two multiplexer chips invert and
send a low to K2-2, E5 pin 5 and E7 pin
11 such that the UPP Flops can and will
become set.
2. Now you do the same as above for the Halt
instruction. When you are finished, check
your results with the sketch in the appendix
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1.

K3-6 Print
More IR,decoding just note general layout
and the culmination of the decoding down
the right hand side of print

J. K3-7Print
Decoding for most of the other BUTS.
For
example, byte instructions, odd byte, SUB
etc.
There is an important piece of logic
across the top of the page the Service Logic.
When you arrive at the end of any machine
instruction, as you recall, you BUT Service
and if Service is high then you go to the
Service Micro Flow.
Investigate those,
condi tions tha twill resul t in Servcice and
list them below including a brief explanation
,Check your list against the appendix when you
have completed
1.
2.
3.
4.

5.
6.
7.
K.

K3-8 Print
ALUcontrol.
circuits.
1.
'2.
3.

L.

Locate and identify the following

The CIN multiplexer
The Cout mul'tiplexer control
The ALU control multiplexer

K3-9 Print
Data conditioning inputs for the two processor
status flip flops V and C
1. Analyze E26 at cooridinate B2

(lmver) note
that during rotates and shifts to the right
this gate enables PS(c) to accept DOO.

2. Identify which gate is used when doing a SET
condition code instruction.

-5-
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III.

ADDITIONAL READING
To broaden and reinforce yourunderstanging of
the logic just covered, it is recommended that
you·read and study the detailed logic descriptions
in the KDIIA Processor Maintenance Manual, pages 5-21
through 5-'-57

WHAT'S NEXT
After completing this unit, you should have developed
the logic/technique necessary to master these prints.
You will get more practice with the remaining prints
of the processor.
SUPPLEMENTARY INFORMATION
If you want more practice, consult your instructor for
additional assignments.
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13

_I

ESS

)--

13

BUBC4

I
J

--

E82

I
I
I
I
HALT + RESE~1
I.
-...J

I

'I

~L

t;btl

>--=-r

I

~

1--

12

~l

L-1

).-

E53
~

. i

~

I
I
I

-~D
I-

_1:867

) -, - - ~-L.,,-

~

K3-5

I

K2-3

I

E72

I

'" "

I

BUT "
37

BUBCl

\ E Z ""'\:..J D

1

---1

ICLKUPP

I

r

4C

r-----

I

I

I

-

I

I
I

I

UPP4

I

I
I

I

-_-

I CLKUPP
-

I
11

-

K3-2

.-

I
I
I
I

K2-2

gr'Pl

8251
7

DECODER.

6

5
4
H

L

3
2

L

1

L

·0

The Binary value of D2, Dl,· DO
activates one of eight possible
outputs.
D3 must be low to
enable chip.
Note example.

OVERLAP

Overlap
Combinational
Decoding
Logic

Overlap Cycle
(inst or operand)

CONDITIONS
Overlap inst
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E98
.,

E90.

Can modify Bit2
for those
. BUTS be"";
tween
30 & 37

Can mod-:ify Bi t3
for those
BUTS between
30 & 37

E72
Can modify
Bitl'for
those BUTS
between 20
& 37 Dis..abled when
UBF4is low

TO UPP2

E81
Can modify
BitO for ,
. those BUTS
between 20
& 37 Di9abledwhen
UBF4 is low

-9,..

E82
Can modifyBit4
for tilose

TO 'UPP4

BUl!'~ pe~

:tween

TOUPP3

34 & 37
'.' Can, mod:ify BitS
for those
BUTS between
34 & 37

E97
Can modify
BitO for
.all BUTS
between 00
& 17 8
uPPO

Disabled
when· UBF4
is high

TO UPPS
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UWORD LTSITNG FORMAT

I

ALUj

SBC

I

SBMISDM

ISBA

I IRIFTupFJ

I UBF

SRX

1 5 Bit

~

I
P.1

4 Bit 4 Bit
2 Bit
1 Bit
5,Bit '4 Bit I
BLt
se1ect$ seIset up I select l set upl mlcro-1W.hat
::-n
I mode & 1ects the
11 of 4 the BA branch enable I lns tr
con~ 'Ia bin- IBMUX
inputs r MUX
c. ontrolto pro';'l toadrr
troIs I ary
I thru
, field I vide
a gpr
ALU
conI
the·
IGPR
r
I
I f:m c - stant
I D MUX
I Adrs
..
. t l o n l ,
'.,

I
I

J

I

I

L

I'

f

'

II

8 Bit I
the...

I

next.
adrs .1
field I
I

o

r-I
I
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c

UWORD LISTING FORMAT

FLOWS
Flow
Page

STATE

ARDICLK

I Mnemoni1c
I n~meofi
m~cro I
I inst

r

I

8 Bitl3 Bit
Octal l Clock
Add- Code
ress I

WR

I1

Bi t I
\ the IR\.
RegisI ter
I
I

I

I

·CD

CBA

2 Bit I 1 Bi t· : 1 Bit I 1. Bit I 3 Bit
Write \ Clock
Clock Clock Bus .
the
I the B I the D1 the BA Trans-:
GPR' s . Regis- I Regis-, Regis-\ action
code
Iter.
I ter. ter

I

I
[

DAD

BUS

I

l4
I

Bi t.
Dis....
crete
al ~er-

I
at~on
IOf
data
I code

SPS
1,3 Bit . :
select ...
ProI
cessorl
Istatus
code

r

I

I

I
..-!
..-!
.I
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APPENDIX

BUS U08from
Qpti n ROM

To. provide
for expansion adrs
UPP8

EUl'C8

EUPP8

£ ) - _ - - - . . ;_ _

expansion micro
branch control
PCLKUPP8

This signal.
from expansion
option to connect
and disconnect CPU &

'. Option ROMS.

-12-

UPP 8 (O)L

To provide
enable/disable for
processor
ROM'

APPENDIX

DESCRIPTION

SERVICE CONDITIONS

*

1. DM = 0

2.

CBR -(1) L

3.

PS (T)

*

You have jU8tdone
something with the
PS, you may have
changed priority
go back through
Service just in case.

PS ADRS

Console Bus Request •.. Hal t switch
is depressed.
Go through Service
on way to trap flows.

-RTT

Go through Service
on way to trap flows.

4. BERR
I

I'

5.

BOUFLW

Go through Service
on way to trap flows.

6.

PWRDN

C;othrough Service
.onway tg trap flows.

7.

BRP

Go through Service
on way .to trap flows.
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LEARNING ACTIVITY UNIT
KD11A LOGIC DIAGRAMS .
CLOCK" JAM CLK, BUS DELAYS; MISC.
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RATIONALE
. By this time, you should be pretty good at finding
your way around the. prints. You have studied the
major portions of the 11/40 which are represented on the
Block Diagram. You have also seen how the prints. are
laid out and the types of circuits and nomenclature
used.
Now you will study the logic that is used to control
theKD11A. You will see the timing and clock pulse
generation, the JAM CLK function andthe'p6wer
fail' control.
Then you will pick up some of the
miscellaneous but essential circuitry, such as:
the status bi~s~ BUT Decoder, flags and the B
Constant generator.
This unit is important in that this circuitry is
usually the place where you have got to start when
the machine is completelY dead. Often the trouble is
the JAM CLK logic not operating properly or the
clock not generating the right pulses, etc.

DIGITAL.

EQUIPMENT

CORPORATION

KDI1A 120 OO(}
PRE REQUIS ITES

Successful completion of all units -to date.

OBJECTIVES

Given some failure symptoms anQ.- a list of components,
to demonstrate successful completion of this unit
you will be required to pick the component which, if
faulty, \yould most likely generate each of the~symptoms.
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LEARNING ACTIVITIES
1.

LECTURE
Attend the lecture in which the instructor
give an overview of the following prints:
K4-2,

K4-3~

KS-8, KS-2, KS-3,KS-4,

will

K5~S

The LAU will be your study guide for the first
three. of these.
The lecture will coveralTyou
need to .know about ·the other four. So, pay
close attention and take careful notes of all·
key signals-and components.
II.

PROJECTS/PROBLEMS
A.

K4-2
1.

CLOCK
Analyze how and when Pl, P2 and P3
pulses are gener~ted. Fill in the table
below indicating all the possible combinations of clock length bits for each
pulse.
PI

P2

P3

CLKLO
CLKLI
2.

Analyze gate E62 output pin 06 at C-3.
When is a RECLK generated? Which timing
pulse does not generate a RECLK?

Observe how RECLK clocks the CLK flop at
C-S,.6
3.

Gate E88 output pin 08 at C, D-6 turns
the clock on (This is the input called
ASYNCHRONOUS on the block diagram).
Inputs pins 01, 02, 03, 04 are for restarting the clock after a normal bus
cycle. What are the ·conditions which
qualify this gate.

-2-
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4 .E87output pin 08 and E 82 output pin 08
at 0-6'1 7 are for the other cases the clock
is started as'ynchronously. . Note on your
prints the following functions:
a. E87 pin 09 - from EIS Option
b. E87 pin 10 - to restart cloc~ at the
end of a RESET instruction.
c. E82 pins 09, 10 - after a BR in which
data is being transferred
not used by an'y PEC equipment.
d. E82 pins 02, 03 - after a BR in which
a vector address has been t:ransferrred
this is the normal BR use
e. E82 pins 01, 13 - for starting after
all JAMs except the first JAM of a power
up.
f. E82 pins 04, OS, 06 - for starting after
an NPR cycle.
Make, note of these on your prints. We
will see them again and discuss . the.m further
as we study JAMUP-P later in this unit
5.

Find the IDLE flop at C-6.
This is set to indicate that the clock is
turned off. Analyze how the gate ,Which enables the data input to set the IDLE flop
also causes the eLK flop not to set.
The
conditions which set the IDLE flop are as
follows:
a.

E77 pins 09,' 10 - for the beginning of a
JAM sequence

b.

E77 pins 02, 03 ~ for a normal bus
cycle
- ALLOW CLK L tells us we are doing
the last DATI to get the destination
operand for a BIT, CMF or TST instruction
.... why is that signal here?
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6.

J.

c.

E77 pins 13, 01 - for a Match Stop
,.,..rem.ember , . . fthis is when the contents
of the upp is the same as the contents
of the switchtegister and·theMatch
Stop switchis·enabled on the maintenance board.

d.

E77 pins 04, 06, 05 - fora FETCH OVLAP
- note this will stop the clock if
we are in an OVLAP situation and the
clock lengt~ bits are 0, o.

Observe how the MGLK flop can simulate
the clock when doing maihtenance functions.
a.

Does the maintenance board inhibit the
operation 6f the IDLE flop?

b.

Does the maintenance board inhibit
the operation of the CLK flop?

Observe the enabling gates down the page
underneath the number 2.
a.

Which four timing pulses generate CLK U
and CLK (UPP * PUPP)?
,
( I.- )

. ..

( tt)

(iii)
(iv)

b.

Notice the clocking signals for the
various register. Analyze to find
out what pulses clock each of the
fo11owing:
,
( t)

..
(tt)
'~'

B
GPR

-, ,

(Ut)

IR

(tv)

BA

( v)

D
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00 these match'what you previously noted

on your Block Diagram?
B.

K4-3CLKtJAM
1.

2.

The 2 flsec JAMUl?P one~shot is really
the heart of this circuitry. It is fired
by qualifying gate E80 output,pin- 06 at
D-S. The conditions which will do this.
are:
a.

E80 pin 01 - JBERR flop which is set
on an odd address error ora red
zone stack overflow

b.

E80 pin 02 - JPUP, flop which is set
for START switch activation in the
HALT mode or for Pow~,r Up Restart

c.

E80 pin 05 - NODAT flag is for SsYN
t1me out for non~existant bus
address errors

d.

E80 pin 04 -,PWRUP INIT is for a
special JAM used during the power
up sequence

Study the following sequence using an
Odd Address Error as an example.
a.

'ODAERR will generate BUS STOP and then
CLK MSYNwi11 set the JBERR flop.

b.This fires off. the JAMUPP one shot
c.

JAlvlUPP sets the IDLE flop on K4-2 and
stops the processors clock.

d.

JAMUPP amded with ODA ERR I .. directs .
sets and- c1ears\ the UPP f1QPs to put
002 in the UPP on K2-2, 3

e.

A, 100 rtsecde1ay
<;l.ddressed in the
tents sitting at
and its UPF bit.s

is allowed for' 002 to be
ROM and have its conthe inputtd the U REG
on the inputs to the

lJl;>l?
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f.

After the delay, JAM CLK is· true
generating CLK U and eLK (UPP * PUPP)
on K4-2
What will now be contained in the following registers? Use your flows to help
you
({) PUPP
(U) UPP

(ill)
g.

U REG

JAM CLK also fires the 10Q·nsec oneshot called JAMSTART.
This will restart the processors c~ock a K4-2 and
the processor continues on its sequence
in Service to service the error.

All the other conditions which cause JAMs
work in the same way, each causing a unique address to be j anuned into the UPP.
The only one which is slightly different
is a power up JAl1, and we will study this
next.
C.

KS-8 BUS Delays
1.

Study the following power up sequence
·a.

Power comes on ie,

+Sv. is true

b.

BUS DC La L goes high dropping the
direct clear on thePWRUP INIT one
shot at B-3 causing i t to fire.
This
generates several INIT signals which
clear various registers throughout
the CP and also out on the Unibus

c.

PWRUP INIT also fires off the JAMUPP
one shot on K4-'3. This forces a 377
in to the UPP which, if you look at
the ROM bit map, you will see reads all
zeroes out of the ROM and these are
clocked into the U REG and UPP.
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d.

The p~oces~~r's clock ,is not siarted
on"' ,K4-2because PWRUPP INIT is still
active (20 msec). Therefo.re, so far
what has been accomplished is:
The CP has been initialized
The Unibus has been initialized
The UPPand UREG have been zeroed out

e.

Sometime during the 20 msec. BUS AC LO
,L went high. Therefore, "when PWRUP
INIT times out it will fire the 70
msec. POWER RESTART one shot-at C, D-3.

f.

When this times out it will set the
JPUP flop a K4~3 initiating another
JAM sequence. This time it will jam,
either 337 or 030 depending upon the
HALT switch and will start the clock
(remember PWRUP INIT is gone) and the
CPis off ana. running again.

g.

JPUP will fire off the DELAY POWER
DOWN one shot on K5,;...8 which will prevent the p6we down sequence from
occuring for 3 nsec. This' allows
ehe programmer time to set up every, thing properly before he.has to power
down again. Further information can
be found in the JAMUPP timing sequence in Appendix A and in-Fig. 3-8
on page 3-11 of the KDllAMaintenance
Manual.
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.2.

Read .and study the power down sequence
on the last par?-graph of page 3-6 and
figure 3-9 on p~ge 3-11 of the KDllA
Pfocessor Maintenance Manual
a.

Answer True or False. On the P?wer
down sequence, BUS AC LO sets the LOWAC
flop, generating CLK PWR ON on a
pl ()r P3 which jams a 337 into the
UPP.

b.

How much time does the program'have to
same the volatile information and to
prepare itself for the power going
off?
15 msec
7 msec
22 msec
.2 msec
9 msec

D.
1.

Analyze the RESET and RESET RESTART one
shot.
a.

2.

During which·microinstruc-tion do they
both get fired?

Note during this microinstruction that we
have a CLKOFF. What signal will restart
the clock?
a.

KS-8 P ENDRE8ET L

b.

KS-8 RESET RESTART L

c.

KS-8 INIT

*

RESET H

3. .. How long will this be after the clock was

:s topped ?
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a.

70 msec

b.

20 msec

c.

90 msec

DIGITAL
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SELF EVALUATION
Match the symptom listed below with ·the component
that would most likely cause the symptom.
The problem
could be on any of the seven prints studied in this
unit. Check you answers with the correct answers in
Appendix B ..
1.

You deposit 177777 into location 777776, but
when you examine the same location the data displayed is 000353.

2.

You observe that every microins truction which specifies
a CL3 generates only a P3 and no P2. Microinstructions
specifying CL2 operate properly.

3.

Whenever a RESET instruction is executed, _the clock
stops and never gets restarted.
The Unibus is not
ini tiali zed.

4.

When doing sequential examines or deposits,
the
cont.ents of the BA never increments. Everything
else works properly.
(ie all Maindecs run)
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LIST OF POSSIBLE FAULTY COMPONENTS

a.

E66 pin 02 failed high

b. E26 pin 09 failed high
c. E.74 pin 11 failed high

d. E56 pin 09 failed low
e. E92 pin 08 failed low
f. E30 pin 08 failed high
g. E72 pin 11 failed high
h. E66 pin 01 failed "high
i. E69 pin 06 failed high

j. E60 pin 06 failed J.ow
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o
o
o
o
N

----,"
K5-8 PWRUP INIT L·

') ~

20ms"

HI

!

~;

....-l

.:t:

....-l
H

K5-8 PWRRESTA.RT H.

o

~

K4.-3 JAMUPP l

..

...

t:

.. \)

2J1S1

..

II . ~! . .

. ' " ' - - - - - .- .
•
... 70mS

~~

.

I

TRIGGERRED AT TRAILING EDGE OF PWRUPINIT
.IFAC LO ISHIGH {NEG~TED~GOOD AC}

r

r-- :l
2J1S

j

\ . 10.0ns.'I.'
i

K4-3 JAMCLKH

TRIGGERED DURRING PWRUP ay BUS DC LO
GOING HIGH (NEGATED-GOOD DC)

,(
))

~- lOOns

-

~

,.

4J.-100~S

K4-3 JAMSTART H - -.......---.::G=1~

:

~~

'

lOOns
I

1
I

K4-2 CLK U (56;09) H

I

K4-2 CLK(UPP PUPP)

1

Ij~:

,,',

:

TA

K4-3 JPUP (I) L
:

"

.

:><:
H

o

L

.

.1,

:

:

:

2. AT T C, THE TRAILING EDGE OF JAM ClK GENERATES CLK UREG,

i

I :

TI)

rET,

.

3. THE JAMSTART PULSE IS INHIBITED FROM STARTING THE CLOCK
BY PWRUP INIT STILL-BEING ACTIVE.
4. SINCE THE UREG CONTAINS ALL ZEROES WE. HAVE FORCED
THE MACHINE TO A KNOWN STAH - ALL CONTROL SIGNALS

~.

BUT THE SUBSEQUENT JAM SEQUENCE WilL ALTER THE UPP
PRIOR TO CLOCKING THE UREG AGA·IN)

INACTIVE (LOCATION 000 IN THE ROM IS BEING READ OUT,

5. ATTD THE TRAILING EDGE OF PWR RESTART SETS THE JPUP FLOP
6. JPUP TRIGGERS THE JAMUPP ONE,SHOT AND FROMT D TOTE WE

....-l
I

U

I.
_

ClK UPP. PUPP - THIS CLOCKS ALL ZEROES INTO THE UPP &
,THE UREG AND THE 377 INTO THE PUPP,

N

!I

~.

1, FROMT A TOT B JAMUPPALLOWSJAMMINGAN·ADDRESSOF371
INTO THE UPP- THIS CAUSES us TO READOUT THE CONTENTS OF
ROM LOCATION 371WHICH IS MICROPROGRAMMED AS ALL ZEROES,

~

~

cLK

I

I

1

TaTe
K4-2 SET

.:t:

!1

I

_
:

I

1·1
I
.:

7, ASSUME THE HALT SWITCH WAS ON; AT T FTHE TRAILING EDGE·OF
JAM CLK'GENERATES CLKU. CI.K(UPP.PUPP) - THIS CLOCKS THE
CONHNTS OF LOC 30 INTO THE UREG, 315 INTO THE UPP. AND 30
INTO THEPUPP - WE NOW HAVE 'tHE MICROPROGRAM IN THE
CONSOLE ROUTINES.
8, THIS TIME, THE JAMSTART PULSE GENERATES THE SET ClK SIGNAL
TO TURN ON THE PROCESSOR CLOCK - THE MICROPROGRAM SHOULD
NOW SEQUENCE TO CON06 ANp START lOOPING, WAITING FOR A
CONSOLE CONTROL SWITCH,

JAMA NEW ADDRESS INTO THE upp, [IF HALT; UPP = 30 (CON05»

11_1664

[.IF -HALT; UPP = 337(TRP17))

KDI1-A JAMUPP Timing Sequence

·KDIIA·I~O

000

APPENDIX" B

.. A.

7
b
(t)
(i.i)

(ii9
(i.0
(v)

PI or P3
GPR, PI Or P3
IR, PI or P3
BA, PI or P2
D, P2
B,

B. 2
f

( to )

( l.l.)

(iLl)

PUPP
UPP
U REG -

002
015
SEROI

c.
2

a 'FALSE
b

D.
1

a

On P3 of RSTOI on Flow Diagram page 6

a

'K5-B P ENDRESET L

2

3

a

70 msec
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B

ANSWERS TO PROBLEMS

A
CLKLO

Pl
0, 1

P2
P3
0, 1 1

CLKLl

0

1

1

*

1

2

P2 when CLKLO(l)
i.e. CL3

3

B ssyN H * IDLE (1) H * no clock pulse
NO MCLK ENABLE H * MSYN (1) H

CLKL1(1)

*

5

b

Inhibits stopping the clock since we do
not want to do a bus cycle for these
situations.

a

No

6

bYes

7 a

(t) Pl
.(iL) P2 on a CL2
(hi) P3
(i Y} JAM CLK
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B

ANSWERS TO SELF EVALUATION

1.

E56 pin 09 failed low

(K5-2)

2.

E66 pin 01 failed high

(K4-2)

3.

E30 pin OS' failed -high

(K5-S)

4.

E74 pin 11 failed high

(K5-5)
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LEARNING ACTIVITY UNIT

EXTENDED INSTRUCTION SET OPTION I
INTRO - INSTRUCTTONS - BLOCK DIAGRAM

1/21/74
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RATIONALE
In the previous units you have accomplished the objectives
of learning the operation and maintenance of the PDP 11/40.
A thorough knowledge of the 11/40 Block Diagram, you will
find, will be a big advantage to you as you progress
through these units concerning the Extended Instruction
Set Option.
During this and the subsequent units of this group you
will undertake the task of learning the KE1IE.
The degree
to which we will address ourselves will be such that when
completed, we can effectively and efficiently maintain the
EIS option. This first unit will deal with introducing
you to the option, learning and using the four (4) new
instructions, and an overview of the Block Diagram.
This unit will provide a ,knowledge foundation so that you
can see the 'big picture' as YQu go through the remaining
units. An understanding of how this option fits into the
overall system is probably the most important aspect of
this unit.
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PREREQUISITES
Successful completion of all previous units to date.

OBJECTIVES
Given six ,(6) questions concerning the ExteIlded Instructions'
and the Block Diagram, you must be able to choose the
most correct answer from those given or determine i·fthe
statement is trne or false.
To demonstrate successful
completion you must answer five of the six correctly.
Open book of course, however, a twenty minute time limit
must be observed!

PRETEST
To be filled in when a completely programmed environment
is in ,progress.
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LEARNING ACTIVITIES
I.

LECTURE
Attend a short lecture where the instructor will introduce the Extended Instruction Option. He will discuss the whys and hows. He will also format for you
and briefly discuss the four (4) new instructions and
give you an overview of the Block Diagram of the KE1IE.
:Take notes and jot down questions you have during the
.!lecture so that you can ask them when the lecture has
been completed.

II.

PROJECTS/QUESTIONS
A.

Answer the following questions with the aid of
your }\EllE Block Diagram.
·1.

The DR register is part of which section of
the.EIS option?

2.

Two (2) control signals feed the DR register
because of the type registe,r it is. What type
is it?

3.

The data route from the BR register to the CPU
is via the RD Mux and in~o the processor on the

4.

The Expansion BUT MUX is controlled by____---------

5.

What is the technique utilized to make 44 bits
become 56 bits so that the expansion ROM can be
used to control the processors operation?

6.

What key signal controls which ROM is being
used when this option is installed?

7.

The counter can count up or down - True or False.

Refer to the Appendix to verify your answers to these
questions concerning the EIS Block Diagram.
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Complete the following instruction examples to
reinforce your knowledge of their operation.
When you have completed all of the examples,
. check your results with those given in the
Appendix.
1.

GIVEN:

AFTER EXECUTION:

2.

GIVEN:

Rl= 5000
R3 :;:::001234
5000/1263

SOD/ASH (:1), 3

R3
CBIT

=
=

500/ASHC 50(2); 0
RO
Rl
R2

AFTER EXECUTION:

3.

GIVEN:

RO
Rl
CBIT

=
=
=

001267
117200
000430

=
=
=

500/MUL (1), 2
Rl :;::: 003000
R2 = 000024
R3 = 000032
3000/000016

_ _ _ _. _ _c _

4.

AF'I'ER-EXECUT:feN-:-

GIVEN:

R2 -=_.
R3 =

-'----~~

500/DIV (5), 0
RO = 600000
Rl = 000124
R5 = 005000
5000/000017

AFTER EXECUTION:

RO
Rl

-3-
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III.

ADDITIONAL READING
,

The Introduction, General Description, and Programming
in the KEIIE lnstruction Set Options Manual should
proV'e vr;;ry useful. There are examples of th~ instructions and a good general description· of the option.
Be carefui to only concern yourself with the EIS ex~
planation at this time.
WHAT'S NEXT
After completing this· unit, ·you should understand how the· .
option ties into the KDIIA and the pasie· job it has to
perform. . You will need this knowledge as you progress
to the subsequent units to discover how theKEIIE does
its thing.
.
--SUPPLEMENTARY, INFORMATION
Your instructor will assign additional pract.ice' problems
if youfeel.the need for more exercise and examples.
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ASH
ASSEMBLER SYNTl'.J( ASH S, ~ WHERE R IS THE REGISTER TO BE SHIF'l'EDMACHINE OR OCTAL 072RSS NOTE REVERSAL
THE SHIFT COUNT IS TAKEN AS LOW ORDER 6 BITS OF SOURCE OPERAND
WHERE BIT 5 DETERMINES DIRECTION AND 4-0 AMOUNT. TOTAL +31, -32.

=

BIT 5

~

BIT 5

_ _

-

-

15

0

15

0

1

0'

EJ~I ~

_ _ _ _ _-

L-

~_ lL.--_---I_ _--LI_--_'--.,.-·~-·-·--L~:=J ~

0

_ _ ..

_ _ _ _
-

___________

-

_ _ _

-_

-

---0-

ASHC
ASSEMBLER SYNTAX ASHC S, R WH~RE R & Rvl ARE THE REGS TO BE SHIFTED
MACHINE OR OCTAL 073RSS NOTE REVERSAL
THE SHIFT COUNT IS SAME AS ABOVE, HOWEVER, TWO REGISTERS ARE AFFECTED

31

16

BIT 5 -- 1

31

BIT 5

=

16

0
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MUL
'
ASSEMBLER SYNTAX. MUL S, R WHE:RE R IS MULTIPLIED BY THE SOURCE
MACHINE OR OCTAL 070RSS NOTE REVERSAL
THE COWENTS OF R AND THE. SOURCE ARE MULTIPLIED TOGETHER AND STORE
IN RAND Rv1.

~

'.

x

MVLIPLICAND~

R
MULTIPLIER-Be
PRODUCT-R AND Rvl

.L.4

MOV #400, Rl
MUL #10,' Rl

. ".

16 BITS .'
16 BITS
32 BITS

..
MULTIPLICAND (R)

MULTIPLIER (S8)

RESULT Rl = 4000'

'EX. 2
Rl =1000
.MUL (1), %2
. ' . 4MULTIPLICAND

l

R111000)
BEFORE · ..
lOOO/MULTIPLIER
AFTER

-6-
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APPENDIX
DIV
ASSEMBLER SYNTAX DIV S, R WRmRE R AND Rvl GET DIVIDED BY SOME SOURCE
MACHINE OR OCTAL 071RSS 'NOTE REVERSAL
THE DOUBLE REGISTER R AND Rvl GETS DIVIDED BY SOURCE ANSWER TO
R AND REMAINDER TO Rvl.
16BIT QUOTIENT (R)
16 BIT DIVISOR
(SS)

16 BIT REMAINDER (Rvl)

32 BIt:' DIVIDEND
(Rvl)
(R)

EX. 1
CLR RO
MOV #20001, Rl
DIV #2, R.0
4WITH Rl, DIVIDEND

L
.

RESULTi,- QUOTIENT (RO)
':RE~_flR

=

010000

(Rl) = 000001

IVISOR

EX. 2
Rl

R2

= 1000

BEFORE

.,

DIV (1), %2

,L
.

AFTER
4DIVIDEND
Rl(1000)
1000/DIVISOR
-7-
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KE 11-E

DATA
PATHS

K1
M7231

EIS

D MUX(15:00)
RD BUS (15100)

M7238

EIS

U WORD
KZ

CONTROL
M7232

BASIC IDEA - INSERTS NEW ROM.
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APPENDIX
ANSWERS TO PROJECTS/QUESTIONS
A.

Relative to the Block Diagram
1.

DataPaths

2.

Shift Register

3.

RD Bus

4.

Et1BF (3: 0)

5.

B.

. Encoding

6.

EUPP 8 (1)

7.

True···

Relative to the Execution of the EIS Instructions
1.

0, 0

2·.

O~

5336, 0

3.

R2

=

OJ. R:3

4.

RO

::::

5 (Quotient) , Rl

··15

.8

Shifts Right of R3
16 8 Shifts Right of RO, Rl
::::

430

-9-
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LEARNING ACTIVITY UNIT

EXTENDED INSTRUCTION SET OPTION III

TO AND FROM AND SHIFT FLOW SUMMARY
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RATIONALE
The first two units of this section were concerned with
getting to know the EIS. You discussed the instructions
and the Block Diagram and then analyzed to some extent
how the option could execute the instructions assigned.
This unit will provide you with the information and the
capability of getting from the Processor Flows to the EIS
Flows and then back again. In other words,the routes
taken when cutting in and cutting out the option. This
unit will also serve as an introduction to the EIS Flows
and a summary of the Shift Flows will be made. A brief
analysis of those "extra!! control bits will also be made.
To effectively trouble shoot this option, there are some
techniques that can be employed by merely knowing how to
activate and deactivate this option~ you will discuss
these during this unit. The analysis of the Shift Flows
will give you the proper foundation to effectively relate the multiply and divide to those Algorithms discussed.
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PREREQUISITES
Successful completion to date of.all previous units

OBJECTIVES
At the end of this unit you will be asked to answer five
(5) questions. To demonstrate successful cOInpletion 9f·
this unit, you. will be required to correctly answer four
of the five.
You will be allowed to. use your reference
material, however, a 20 minute time limit will be in effect.

PRETEST
To be filled in when a fully programmed environment is
in progress.
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LEARNING ACTIVITIES
I.

LECTURE
Attend a 30 minute lecture where the instructor will
very briefly overview four aspects of the EIS pertinent to this unit.
First, how to get to EISi
secondly, how to get from EIS back to CPU; thirdly,
the expansion ROM Format (80:57), and finally, a
summary of the Shift Micro Flows. He will attempt
to1proceed as rapidly as possibl~ so jot down any
questions you may have and ask them at the conclusion
of the lecture.

II.

PROJECTS/QUESTIONS
A.

Analyze more throughly those steps taken to activate the EIS option, include:
1.

2.
3.

Translating a ASH with and without option
The Clocking and Data qualifications for UPP8
The BUT EIS INSTR.

Summarizing: the activation of the EIS option is
caused by Fetching and Translating an EIS instruction thereby clocking and setting UPP8.
B.

Analyze more thoroughly those steps taken to deactivate the EIS option; include:
1.

Translating a Floating Instruction with only
EIS installed

2.

The clocking and clearing of UPP8

3.

The exit to Service

Summarizing:
the deactivation of EIS is caused
by clocking and clearing the UPP8 Flip Flop which
a direct function of the EIS ROM.
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C.

Examine the Expansion ROM and. tables on sheet 2 of 2
in the EIS Engineering Drawings and on pages 4-15 4-17 of the EIS Options Manual and demonstrate your
~nderstanding by answering the following questions:
1.

A GPC of 3 does what job?

2.

An Expansion BUT 7 checks for?

3.

BIT 62 does what job?

4.

The SRD Field is used to?

5.

An Expansion BUT 17 asks what question?

When you have completed the above questions,
turn to the Appendix to verify your answers.'
D.

E.

Now turn to Flow Diagram I EIS Engineering Drawings.
1.

Verify that Entry to EIS and any necessary
Source calculations are made before a determination is made as to the exactEIS Instruction.

2.

As you leave this page and go to the appropriate
Flow, determine the contents of BR, B, R(DEST)
for each of the four possible exits.

3.

Note at coordinate Bl the path to FIS or back
to CPU if required.

In the summary of the Shift Flmls. let us use
the following instructions and we .will pick up the
action at the entry point Sheet 2 of EIS Flows.
500/ASH%l, 0

500/ASHC %0, 2
RO
Rl
R2
R3

==
==
==
==

000075
000003
100000
000005
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Summary for ASH:

1.-

ASH,O
Puts the shiftcciunt of 3'into thecouriter and
checks to see if it is a left or right shift.

2.

ASH 1
Puts number to be shifted (75)' into the BR
" , register and in our case decrements the counter
by 1.

3.

ASH 5
Checks to see if the count is zerq. If the
shift count had been one, it would be zero
now and only one pass thru ASH 6 would be
made. When count = zero, it is inhibited
frornbeing decremented any more, otherwise,
the count is decremented once more in this
micro instruction.

-4. "ASH 6
-The shifting takes place here • Note where
it is accomplished and that it ,complies with
your general knowledge of the ASH operation. '

5.

ASH 15 & 21
,Takes care of status and routes you to SERVICE.

Summary for ASHC:

1.

2.

ASH 7
Puts the shift count in the counter, moves the
low operand (R3) to BR and checks if right or
left shift.
ASH 8
Moves the low operand to DR and puts the hi
into BR and increments the counte:t.
(Shift
is' right). Operand position shown here and
-' in the Flows.
DR',

BR

I

HI OPERAND

,

-4-',

.' (

LOW OPERAND

]

~
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III.

"

'..

3.

ASH 10
Serves the same function as ASH 5 in the previqus.ex'ample. Relate' if required.

4.

ASH 11
Shifting taking place •. Note where the operands
are shifted. The low operand gets shifted
_______, and the hi operand gets shifted

5.

ASH 12
Moves the low answer from DR to the Dreg
in preparation for storing.

6.

ASH 13
Stores the low answer in Rvl.

7.

ASH. 19
OriS the high and low answer together on the
RDBus to test for zeroness in preparation
fdr setting the condition codes~

8.

ASH 15 & 21
Moves Expansion Processor Status Bits to Processor Status and Exit back to the CPU.

ADDITIONAL READING
Paragraph 4.7.3, p. 4-26 - 4-30 of the·EIS Options
Manual provide an extremely fine explanation and description of the work we covered so far in the·EIS
Flows; it would be to your advantage to read this.

WHAT S NEXT.
I

After completing this unit you have the necessary basis
to go on to.the Multiply and Divide Flow which will be
handled in a similar manner; summarizing the Flows.
As you will see, the time spent on flow diagrams to date
can and will be put to good use in the remaining EIS
Flows.
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SUPPLEMENTARY INFORMATION
If you feel you neeq more practice with the topics covered in this unit; arrange with your instructor for additional assignments or projects.
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APPENDIX

ANSWERS TO PROJECTS/QUESTIONS
II.

C.

D.

E.

1.

Routes DR 15 to carry in of ALU

2.

Divide Quit (Divide Fault)

3.

Enables to counter to count

4.

Control the RD MUX

5.

Is this an EIS instruction

2.
a.

ASH - shift count

b.

ASHC - shift count

c.

MUL

-

multiplier

d.

DIV

-

divisor

a.

in DR (EIS Option)

b.

J..n Processor (D Mux facility)

4.

-7-
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LEARNING ACTIVITY UNIT

EXTENDED INSTRUCTION SET OPTION IV
MULTIPLY FLOW SUMMARY
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RATIONALE
In the previous units, you have determined what is EIS,
why EIS, and how it fits'into the system. You have ex-,
amined the Expansion Control Bits and analyzed the basic
data manipulation capabilities of this option.
This unit will use those fundamental things we have observed to date to perform the Multiply Instruction. Let
us keep in mind, as we proceed with this unit,' that the
important thing to learn will be what steps E1S takes to
accomplish a successful multiply, not the proof of;
if we take these steps, will the answer be correct.
The difference, .of course, is between learning the Algorithm (a recursive computational procedure) and proving
that the Algorithm is in fact correct. Take my word for
i1:" the Algorithm works. This unit, therefore, will deal
with a Summary of the Multiply Flow Diagram.
The knowledge and ideas you obtain in this unit will enable you to effectively troubleshoot the Multiply Instruction, if necessary, and provide you a firm foundation
from which you can analyze ,the next unit (the Divide
Instruction) .
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PREREQUISITES
Successful completion to date of all prevlous units.

OBJECTIVES
There are five(S) simple questions relating to the operation
of the Multiply Instruction at the conclusion of this unit;
to demonstrate successful completion, you mu.st correctly
answer four of the five. Your notes, flows, and any other
material may be used, however, a twenty (20) minute time
limit will be in effect.

PRETEST
To be filled in when a fully programmed environment is ln
progress.
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LEARNING ACTIVITIES
I.

LECTURE
Attend a short lecture where the instructor will review the ideas and concepts of how mUltiplication in
the 11/40 is accomplished. He will then give you a
brief overview .oftheMultipy Flow Diag,rams in the
EIS Engineering Drawin9s.He will discuss some troubleshooting techniques similar to those concerning ·the
ASH and ASHC.
Pay close attention and question the
instructor i f you are having difficulty understanding
the bas~c ideas.

II.

PROJECTS/QUESTIONS
Let us go through and describe and summarize each micro~
instru~~ioh6r group of microinstructib~s ~~ 'they
would relate to any multiply~ ,We will not work with
,any particular instruction, but rather with the operands.

x

Multiplicand
Multiplier
Product
Hi
Low

R(SF)
BR, B R (DEST) "
'R and Rvl,

This ,is the condition as we enter Flow Diagram 3.
A.

A sUmmary of the Multiply microinstructions follows:
1.

MUL 0
MUL 1 - Set up count" test Inul tiplier for negative number, 2's compliment multiplier in case
it is the
most negative number... 1000008.

2.'·

MUL 7
MUL ,8 - If mUltiplier is postive , move multiplicand.to DR and zero toBR.

3.

MUL 2
MUL 3 - If mUltiplier is negative, move multiplicand to DR" test multiplier
fOr most negative ,number.
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4.

MUL 19 - If mul tipl~e: is i- 100000S' then the
operands are in posltlon. Decrement count be.fore going into loop (because PUPP = UPP = UPF)
and go to loop.

5.

MUL 4
MUL 5 - If multiplier == 100000S' then make it
the multiplicand by putting it in the DR and
zero the BR. Test the original multiplicand
for a negative number.

6.

MUL 6 - If the original multiplicand is positive, put it in the B reg (it is now themultiplier) decrement the count and go to the Loop.

7.

MUL 21
MUL 22
MUL 23 - If the original multiplicand is negative, test it for the most negative number.
PreEare to generate the answer "special case."

S~

MUL 24
MUL 25
MUL 26 - If the original multiplicand is also
100000 8 , generate the answer, set eels and store.

<

MUL 27 - If the original multiplicand i- the
most negative number, clock it into the B reg;
it is now the multiplier. The original multiplier,· now the multiplicand,·· is in DR with
O's in BR (MUL 5). Decrement count· and go
to the Loop •.
Now, before analyzing the Multiply Loop, let us see
if I cansurnrnarize the operation so that there is no
doubt as to what has happened to this point.
9.

There are six (6) possible combinations of the multiplier
- mUltiplicand as I see it. Let us list them in a table
to simplify things.
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MULTIPLIER

MULTIPLICAND

ACTION TAKEN

1.

Positive

Do not care

Position operands, to loop

2.

Negative

Do not care

If not most neg., to loop

3.

Most negativ

4.

Positive

position operands, to loop

5.

Negative

If not most neg., to loop

6.

Most negative

Generate answer

10.

not care

Swap operands;multiplicand now becomes multipliet

MUL9 The operands are shown on the Flow and
in the Appendix.
The SHIFT will '::>e RIGHT and
the TECHNIQUE is the STRING OF ONES.
The Loop: As you ENTER a string of ones, subtract the least significant power of two of the
string from the partial product. As you LEAVE a
string of ones, ADD the most significant powerplus-one to the partial product. WITHIN a string
of ones or zeroes, just shift the partial product right without adding or subtracting the
multiplier. Whan count = 0, pass through the
Loop once more, then out.

11.

MUL 10
MUL 20
MUL 11 - Store the hi product and test the low
product for sign. Also test the hi product
for future setting of the EPS (C) bit.

12.

MUL 16
MUL 17
MUL 18 - Store the low product. If the low
product is positive and the hi product ~ O's,
clear EPS (C) indicating single word precision.
If low product is positive and the hi product
-I O's, set EPS (C) indicating double word precision.
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13.

MUL· 12
MUL 13
MUL 14
MUL 15 - store the low product.
If the low product is negative and the hi product = l's,
clear EPS (C) indicating single wordprecisi()n.
If the low product isnegativ€ and the hi pro:.,.
duct i- l's, set EPS (C)· indicating double word
precision.

Once the Multiply loop is left, these remaining
micro instructions store the product~
tn addition, so that the programmer can meaningfully
us the condition codes, the microprogram goes thru
some manipulations to determine the sign of the
answer.
Now you move those condition codes to the Processor's·
Status Register and go to service.
B.

Now that you know what it takes to accomplish the
Execution of a Multiply Instruction, list some
troubleshooting techniques that you would use
having been given the following symptom: The
Multiply doesn't work.
l.
2.
3.

4.
Check the Appendix to see how your ideas compare
with those given.
TIL.

ADDITIONAL READING
further enhance your understanding of the Multiply
operation, it is suggested that you read the Multiply
write-up, pages 4-30 - 4-33 in the EISOptions Manual.
':::'0

WHAT'S NEXT
After compl·eting this unit, you should have very little
trouble with the next one. Basically, only the names
will be changed as we tackle the Divide. All of the ideas,
-5-
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concepts, and techniques learned to date will be able to
be put to use.in the next unit.

SUPPLEMENTARY INFORMATION
If you want more practice or you want to take a hit by
hit example through to prove the Algorithm is correct,
check with the instructor - there. may be some simplified
example already work~d out.
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APPENDIX
ANSWERS TO PROJECTS/QUESTIONS
B.

Troubleshooting tips
1.

Insure EIS activation

2.

Operands

3.

Multiplier small positive
Multiplicand = 0

4.

Two small positive operands

=

100000
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MULTIPLY LOOP KE11-E

~U CONTROL f(DROO & EPS (C) )
D~OO

EPS (C) .

ALUF

0
1
0
1

BR
BR PLUS B
BR MINUS B
BR

.

0
0

1
1

··CPU

-~-. ~--. ~'----

---.-

--~-.---"-.

-_ _-..

SR REG
MULTIPLICAND
EIS

LO PRODUCT
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EXTENDED INSTRUCTION SET OPTION V
DIVIDE FLOW SUMMARY
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RATIONALE
The previeus units ef thisEIS greup dealt with the
'intreductien to. EIS and the Flew Diagrams ef the
ASH, ASHe and MUL. The reasens fer EIS'and the implementatien efthe eptienwas discussed, also..
In, this unit, yeu will want to. gather alIef yeur
previeus knewledge and skills so. that you can
effectively use then while analyzing the Divide
Flew Diagram. Again in this unit an attempt will
be made to. understand an Algerithm; net preve its
c9rrectness. This time, ef ceurse, its the Divide.
The main thrust ef the unit will be directed teward a summary ef the micrepregram flews. Very
similar to. the way we tackled the multiply flew.
The infe,rmatien ebtained during this and the
o'ther uni tste date will previde the necessary
backgreund to. effectively analyze the Engineering
Drawings which will be the next and the last unit
in this sectien. Yeu will realize that athereugh
understanding ef the flews is what is necessary to.
be effective in the maintenance ef this eptien.
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PREREQUISITES
Successful completion to date of all previous units.

OBJECTIVES
At the end of this unit, there will be five (5)
simple questions relating to the operation of
the Divide instruction; to demonstrate successful
completion, you must correctly answer four of the
five. As is the standard case, all notes., flows,
reference manuals, etc. can be used, However,
you will be limited to 20 minutes for completion.

PRETEST
To be filled in when a fully programmed environment
is in progress.
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LEARNING ACTIVITIES
I. LECTURE
Attend a short lecture where the inst,ructor will
review the method the 11/40 uses to accomplish
the Divide instruction. He will again identify
the Divide operands and the limitations of the
operation (Divide Quit Conditions). A brief
overview of the Divide Flow Diagrams will be
gi ven and typical troubleshooting techniques
discussed. Pay close attention during the
lecture and question the instructor if you are
having difficulty with the basic ideas.
II. PROJECTS/QUESTIONS
Let us go through the Divide Flow Diagrams
summarizing micro instructions or groups of
micro instructions. We will· deal with the
Divide in general terms and with the operands instead of some specific values or members. Keep
in mind the technique here is left shift and
subtract, . subtract, subtract until you over
subtract, then add the' divisor back in.
The
first subtract must fail and.the sign of tbe
remainder follows the sign of the dividend.
(16 bits)
Quotient
Divisor
(16 bits)

Dividend
(32 bits)

Rema.inder
(16 bits)

A. Our entry is to DIV 0 top left of Flow
Diagram 4. The operands are located:
HI
LO

Divisor -BR, B R(DEJT)
Dividend
R·
Dividend ~ RV 1

Now, let us summarize the flow
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1.

DIV
DIV
DIV
·DIV

0
1
2
3 - Load count, get high order di vid(~nd
test for the divisor = o.

2. DIV 4 - If the divisor = 0, let local CCIs
go to MOVE EPS.
3. DIV 5
DIV 6 - If" divisor ~ 0, load low dividend,
test sign of high dividend, complement
low dividend in case dividend is negative. The Algorithm requires a
positive dividend.
4. DIV 7
DIV 8
DIV.9
DIV 10 - If the'dividend is negative
complement it and test for most
negative # (100000).
Set local
eels just in c~Se.
5. DIV 11 - If dividend - most negative #,
quit.
6. DIV 13
DIV 14
DIV 15

If the dividend is positive, set
up high and low dividends and
divisor for 1st (trial) division
step

7. DIV 16
DIV ·17
DIV 18 - 1st division step is a trial subtract
(it must fail); if the divisor
goes into the high order dividend
its overflow, therefore
8. DIV 12 - Set local ee' s, . go to move EPS
9. DIV 19
DIV 20 - If .the trial subtract resulted in
a carry out (successful), shift
the dividend left and subtract the
divisor again. Continue in this
manner until either count = 0 or
the sign of the dividend changes
(no carry out)
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9. DIV 20 "Cont"
Shift the dividend left and add
the divisor back in. Continue
in this manner until count = 0 or
original sign of dividend is restored.
10. DIV 21
DIV 22 -When count = 0, get ready to
correct and store the remainder
and test the last add/sub operation.

·11. DIV 23
DIV 24 -A positive divisor and last subtract operation resulted in a carry
out (good); complement remainder in
case original sign of dividend was
negative. Test original sign of
dividend.
12. DIV 25 -If original sign of the dividend
was positive, every thing is OK as
is. Move the quotient into the DReg
and BR.
Get ready to set condition
codes and leave.
13. DIV 27
DIV 28 -A positive divisor and the last
subtract operation did not result in a carry out (bad), add
the divisor back in to compensate. for having over subtracted.
Then store this corrected remainder
and go to DIV 23.
14. DIV 33
DIV 3.4 -A negative diviscY and the last
addition. operation resulted in
a carry out (good); complement the
remainder in case original sign of
dividend was negative.
Test original
sign of dividend.
15. DIV 35
DIV 36 -If the original sign of the dividend
was negative, the quotient is OK
but the remainncr must be complemented.
Go to DIV 25.
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16 DIV 31
DIV 32 -A negative divisor and the
last addition operation did not
result in a carry out (bad),
subtract, the divisor from the
remainder to compensate for
having over added. Then store the
corrected remainder and go to
DIV 33.
17. DIV 37
DIV 38
DIV 39

original sign of the dividend
was negative and now the quotient
must be complemented to compensate.
Test the quotient for
most negative # (lOOOOO).

~The

18. DIV 40
DIV 41
DIV 42 -Set local condition codes.
If
quotient = most negative #, quit,
otherwise:
19. DIV 26 -Store the quotient, set codes and
go to service.
B. The Divide Quit expression describes the Fault
monitering with the Boolean equation. Make a
meaningful explanation of each member here and
check your analysis with that in the appendix
to see if you concur.
1.

D 1= a

2.B15
3.

*

*

DRaa

EPS (N)

*

DRaa

-B15 * -EPS (N)* DRaa

C. If time permits at this point construct a simple
divide instruction, and verify its operation
and sequence through the flows.
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III. ADDITIONAL READING
A very good description Qf the Divide operation
exists in the reference manual, EIS option manualpages 4-33 thru 4-36. It certainly would be a
benefit to you to read this especifllly if you
desire .more detailed information on the Divide.
It is not very lengthy, and we recormnend it.
WHAT'S NEXT
After completing this unit, you have finished the
EIS option with the exception of analyzing the Logic
Diagrams. One more unit will be required to accomplish
that and that is what follows.
Your knowledge gained
in the previous units will be extremely useful in
the identification of the logic circuits, and you
should be able to easily relate the circuits and
key signals to the Block Diagram and the Flows.
SUPPLEMENTARY INFORMATION
If you want more practice or possibly some bit by
bit examples, check woith your instructor.
There
may be some lengthy examples already worked out
that you could analyze.
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APPENDIX
DIVIDE CAPSULE SUMMARY
~

,

XXX/DIV (1), R(SF) must be even

l
R

I HI

Rl =A

A/Divisor

(SF)

R (SFVl)

I LO

DIVI bEND

QUOTIENT

(

DIVIDEND .

.1 . REMAINDER

1.

Get Divisor

2.

Test Divisor for all zeroes

3.

Get Dividend, test for negative

I

I

(loadSC= 17 8 )

f-(~-'--- 4.

If ~he Dividend negative, test for most negative'

<€-(---S.

Is Dividend -

6.

f-(-7.
o.J.

to 0

Make Dividend positive prior to coop
Test if quotient will be) 16 bits
~

Divide Loop

count = 0

~

9•

<

Correct answers.

10.

Store Answers

11.

Complement = 100000

12.

Store Flags

--~ 13.

Exit
DIGITAL

E(4IUiPiVlENT

CORPORATION

DIVIDE LOOP

(E~S)

COUT
IS

RD MUX
DR

BR
DRIS
HI DIVIDEND

LO DIVIDEND
QUOTIENT

BR (14:QO)
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ANSWERS TO PROJECTS/QUESTIONS
B

1.

D

=

n

* DROO

This takes care of a situation where you attempt
divide of a large positive number i'nto a
relatively small negative number. And a large
negative'number into a small positive number.
It is conceivable that maintaining the proper
sign could be impossible.
Divide quit.

a

2.

BIS * EPS (N) *DROO
This, makes sure that a positive divided by a
positive yields a positive, if not,Divide Quit

3.

-DIS

*

-EPS (N) *

Dkoo

This makes sure that a negative divided by
a negative yields a positive, if ri()t, Divide
Quit.
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LOGIC OVERVIEW
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RATIONALE
All of the previous units you learned in this set had to
do mainly with the Block Diagram and the Flow Diagrams of
EIS. Most of the understanding and knowledge was obtained
with those facilities. As you may remember from the KDll-A,
the logic diagrams just show how the Block and Flows are
implemented.
In this unit, we will investigate the EIS Logic Diagrams.
As you will very rapidly see, there is not much to them.
Our analysis will focus upon the location and identification of the key signals and important circuits. Some
of the Flow and Block Diagram techniques will now become
more apparent to you when you analyze these diagrams.
This is the last unit in the PDP 11/40 section of this
course. Knowing the 11/40, as you will find, will be a
tremendous asset in your quest to master the 11/45, which
is next. Some areas of the processor will require only the
names to be changed, other areas will be changed however
slightly. In all cases, you will be able to apply those
ideas and concepts you have learned to date to good advantage as you progress through the course.
Good Luck.
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PREREQUISITES
Successful completion to date of all previous units.
OBJECTIVES
Five (5) simple questions concerning the EIS Logic will be
given at the end of this unit. To successfully complete
this unit, you will be required to answer four of the five
correctly. You can use any notes or reference material
but must complete within a twenty (20) minute time limit.
PRETEST
TO be filled in when a fully programmed env"ironment in progress.
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LEARNING ACTIVITIES
I.

LECTURE
Attend a short lecture where the instructor will give
you a brief overview of the EIS Logic Diagrams. He
will stress the major signals and key circuits. Pay
close attention and jot down questions that you have
so that you can ask them when the lecture has been
completed.

II.

PROJECTS/QUESTIONS
A.

KE-2 Print. This print has the BR and DR registers on it which are the major items in the
Data Paths portion of the EIS, arialyze, identify,
or verify the following:
1.

BR input

2.

DR input

3.

Data Shift input to DRaa

4.

Data Shift input to DR15

5.

DR's truth table

Check your .findings with those in the Appendix.
B.

KE-3 Print. This Print contains the RD Mux. The
path (DATA) between the EIS option and the processort·s RD Bus. Analyze and verify the following:
1.

Signal to allow RDMUX to RDBUS.

2.

Information through the RDMUX on
(a)
(b)
(c)
(d)

A
B
C
D

input
input.
input
input

Check your answers with those in the Appendix.
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C.

KE..;..4 Print. Expansion BUT MUX, EUBC4-l are able
to be activated under various conditions. Identify
when multiplexer chips are active and verify the
Divide Quit conditions.
1.

E20

2.

E14

3.

E24

4.

E37

Check your answers with those In the Appendix.
D.

KE-5 Print. Control page implements EIS activation/
deactivation by controlling UPP8. Also on this
page, counter control and ALU control.
1.

Note the three possible ALU control function
by analyzing the table in the upper right corner of this print.

2.

E26 pin 3 at coordinate B3 goes to data input
of UPP8 - state the boolean translation.

3.

E46 pin 6 coordinate C6,·provides the clocking
to UPP8 - state the boolean expression for this.

4.

Analyze the gates that provide for the loading
and clocking of the counter at coordinates C7
and B7 and give boolean expression.

5.

Note the circuit across the bottom of the sheetprovides for Expansion NPR clocking give analysis.

Check your answers with those given in the Appendix.
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E.

KE-6 Print. ,Expansian Praces~wr status Flaps and
t-he caunter. Analyze the tyva (2) status Multiplexers
truth ,tables at the tap, af this page,ancl verify
their selec.:t:ions. Analyze the cQunt,er and ' answer
thefallawing questians.
1.

Caunter inputs

2.

Determines direct ian

3.

Caunter caunts

4.

,A manitering circuit (E57 pin 12,B5) is pravided to. inhibit any mare caunting,whencaunt

~p

when

=
Check the Appendix to. verify yaur answe;t::s.,
;F.

KE-7, 8, 9 Prints. The Exparisian ROM, first,the
24 extra bits an KE7, then the remaining 44 bits
that get.encaded ta'56 far expanded ,cantral1ing
af theprocessar an KE-7 & 8. Analyze these .three
prints and answer the fallawing questians.
1.

The clack far.Expa.nsion U Word Register

2•

ExpansianROM Bit 39 becames
,a§ i't goes to. the CPU.

3.

WhenEISis, activated what. are bits 14, 17 i 18
a fUnctian af?

Check the Appendix to. verify yaur answers.

, ,G.

KE-IO - 17 'print. , ' Expansian ROMListing~The
listing and the end af the Lagic Diagram$ is af
caurse,very similar to. the,: :B.OM listing in the
CPU'. ,'i wauld like to. paint aut the differences
and have yau nate them.
1.

TO ,get address 000 (all 80 bits) on one page,

they had too split up th"e listing. '.:
(a)

CPU tap half of each page

(b)

EIS (24 bits)

'the'battom half, af page
" ~4-
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2.

III.

All addresses, to be correct, must have 400
added to them.

ADDITIONAL READING
A complete detailed logic description exists in the EIS
options manual starting on page 4-48 and continues through
4~57.
It would be to your advantage to read this to
reinforce those learning activities experienced during
this unit.

WHAT'S NEXT
After completing this unit, other than some lab projects,
you have completed the 11/40 portion of the 11 Processor
course. The next processor you tackle will .bethe 11/45.
The units you have covered to date concerning the 11/05
and the 11/40 will become your foundation as you go on.
All of the concepts and ideas you have will be put to good
use in the future.
Good Luck as you continue on.

SUPPLEMENTARY INFORMATION
The areas we did not specifically look at in the options
manual contain some very good information. This information
will be useful to you should you desire more knowledge about
the EIS.
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APPENDIX
ANSWERS TO PROJECTS/QUESTIONS
A.·

KE-2 Print
1.

DMUX

2.

BR REG
-';'. ;

3.

(a)
. (b)

4.

5.

...;S.

when doing a ASHC

COUTI5 when doing a DIV

(al .when not MUL, BROO
(b)

when MUL,ALUOO

(a)

00 - no op

(b)

01 - right shift

(e)

10 - left shift

(d)

11..., ,load

KE-3· Print
1.
2.

C.

o

STROM (1) , Strobe the RD MUX
(a) .

00 - EIS Status

(b)

01 - DR (15:00)

(e)

10 - BR (14:01), DR15

(d)

11 - BR (15: 00)

KE-4 Print
1.

Expansion BUT

2.

Expansion BUT 10-.17, for Bit 2

3.

Expansion BUT 10-17, for Bit 1

4.

Expansion BUT

for Bits 3

14~17,

0-7 i

&

4

for Bit 1

"":"'-6--
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APPENDIX
ANSWERS TO PROJECTS/QUESTIONS (CONT'D)
D.

KE-5 Print
1.

f

=

(b)

f

= A pI

(c)

f = A minus B minus 1

A

us

B

*

2~

Reserved instruction

3.

Ca)

Part.P end

(b)

Expansion ~lock * CLK UPP8 (ROM Bit)
(deactivatipg EIS)

(a)

P2

(b)

PEND * count
counter.

PEND

*

4.

5.

E~

(a)

*

*

UPP8 clear

BUT 37 (activating EIS)

LCNT(ROM Bit} to load counter

I 0 * 'ECNT (ROM Bit) to

cou~t

BUT 10

KE-6 Print,

1.

BR Register

2.BR05

F.

3.

BROS

4.

0

=

1. shift direction right

KE-7, 8, 9 Print
1.

CLK EU (88: 57)

2.

40 and 39

3.

B·EUPP8 (is EIS activated)
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EIS M72'38

conditions

EUBF

EUBC
BUT MUX

EUBC
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'l'i tIe:
Date:

Unibus Interfacing; MIra'S and M iB21 '
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Rationale
In the previous units you have leanred the functions
and operations of the 11 processors. You learned the operations.
of the memories, both 8K and 16K and memory management. Now
you have a solid background in the 11 processors.
Of course, the processors can't function very well without inp
input/output devices - the peripherals.
In this unit you will learn bow the peripherals are interfaced on to the Unibus. To do this, you will be going over the
operations of the Ml~5 address select module and the MF821
interrupt control.
These are standard interface modules. You
will learn the function and operations of these two modules.
You will also learn how to isolate malfunctions in this area.
The knowledge and skills that you acquire in this unit
will prove invaluable to you in isolating Unibus interfacing
problems dealing with the Ml.05 and M7821.
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Prerequisites
Before entering this unit, you must have demonstrated
successful" completion to this point~

Objectives
Given a list of four failure systems, you must determine
the signal most likely to cause that System. To demonstra.te
Successful completion you must answer, three Qut of the four
correctly ~ You will be allowed to use all available refer- ""
ences, but must complete the test in 2{O' minutes.
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LEARNING ACTIVITIES
I.

""Lecture

Attend the lecture on Unibus Interfacing where the
Instructor will give an overview on Unibus interfacing.modules,
'MIllS and MF821. Pay close attention and take careful notes
to highlight key points. Take down any questions you may
have and ask them after'the lectu:J::"e.
'.
II.

Projects/Questions
A.

MlllSaddress Selector. Refer to theKLll"";A
Teletype. control\Eng. DraW'ings,C-CS....:Ml~S-~"-l.
"1.

Analyze the inputs along .. the pottomofthe
MIllS print. Note the decoding of lines
A(12:1l3) is determined by jumpers. When a
given line contains.a jumper, the address
selector looks for a zero on that line. If
there is no jumper, the address selector
looks for one.

2.

What jumpers would be installed if thisMl~5
were the address selector for the TTY?

3.

Line

4.

Line A~l and AJJ2are decoded to select one
of' the four addressable device registers.···

5.

AIl~

is used for bY1;:E!. control.

a.

If input lines A (~2:JJl)
select line is asserted?

are~l

b.

If A(02:0l) = 11, what select line is
asserted?

what

Inputs A$6~ and BUS Cl and BUS cf' are used to
bring up the gating signals. Analyze the logic.
a.

lfC(l:~J) = $6f', and A~~ = fl what gating
control signal comes true?

b.

lfC (2:~n = lfll, andA$6f'
signals come up?

- 2_
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6.

7.

B.

These gating signals along with the Select
signals generate the functions dealing with the
device registers.
a.

If you were doing DATO to the address
of the TKS {77756~} .. You would bring
up Select ~ and out low and out high.
This would load the TKS with the data.

b.

What signals would be up for a DATOB
at Address 777566 (TPB)?

Analyze the SSYNlogic. Note that SSYN is
returned to the master l~fJ ns ec. after the
Select line becomes true.

M7821 Interrupt Control Logic. Refer to Drawing
D-CS-M7821-~-1, sheet 2 of 2 in the KLIIA teletype
control Eng. Drawings.
1.

Analyze the logic on this print.
This logic
has the facilities to make bus requests and
to become bus master.

2.

Note that the module contains two independent
request and grant circuits (A and B)

3.

Locate the signal BUS A BRL at co-ordinate 5D.
What signals are used to enable the request?

4.

When the master device (Arbitration logic)
recognizes the request and issues a BG, it is
input at co-ord 8D. Note how the Grant is
proagated through if this is not the requesting
device.

5.

Analyze the SACK logic. Note how SACK is
asserted when a grant is received.

6.

Analyze the BBSY logic. Notice how the BBSY
F/F clocking input is controlled by BUSBBSYL.
When th.e BBSY F IF sets it enables the vector address
on the bus and also the BUS INTR signal.

7.

Note the vector address logic in the lower right
.of the print. You can assign the vector address
generated by the uses of jumpers. Install for
a 1, remove for a ~.

8.

Notice the jumper at co-ord 3D. This jumper
. should only be installed if the system is experien.cing NPR latency problems.

9.

Analyze the logic and answer the following
questions:
- 3-
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a.

What jumpers would be installed to
generate vector address 6.0?

b.

Wha t s ta te does the BBSY F IF have to
be to generate the vector address?

c.

Does the GRi\NT F IF set or clear to
propagate theBG to the next device if this
logic is not the requesting device?

d.

What signal clocks the BBSY F/F?

10. Check your answers in this unit with the
correct answers in the appendix.
If you don't
understand why you got any questions wrong, consult
your instructor. If you feel confident with the
material ask your instructor for the POST TEST.

III

Additional Reading

You will find supplementary information regarding this
unit in the Peripherals handbook, Chapter 6.
Wh.at I s Next
Now that you are familar with the basic Unibus interface
modules and their concepts of operation; .you are ready to
investigate the same concepts in an ac-tuaJ,.ly interface device,
the DLll-A for the TTY. The concepts you·learned in this unit
will provide the foundation for the next uni t.
Supplementary Information
If you feel you need more practice, or a better understanding of the Ml,05 or the M782l, ask your instructor. He will
assist you.
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APPENDIX
ANSWERS

II.

A

B

TO PROJECTS/QUESTIONS

2

Jumper bit F and 3

4a
b

Select 2
Select 6

Sa
b

IN H
Out low, out high

6b

Select 6
Out Low

3

A Request lH
A Request 2H

9a
b
c

Jumper 4 and 5
Set
Set
BUS BBSY L going High

·d
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LEARNING ACTIVITY UNIT
DL11A THEORY OF OPERATION
1/24/74
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PREREQUISITES

Before entering this unit you must have successfully completed the" previous units.

OBJECTIVES

Given five statements describing a signal or
function of the DLllA, you must be able to match
the statement with the answer (signal, register etc)
that it best describes. To demonstrate successful
completion, you must match four of the five statements correctly. You will be allowed to use all
available references, but must completeth~ test in
20 minutes.
" "
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LEARNING ACTIVITIES
I. LECTURE
Attend the short lecture where the. instructor
will give you an introQ,uction to the theory ·of
operation of theDLI1A asynchronous line interface. Pay close attention arid take careful notes
to emphasize key poin'J:s.· Write down any questions
. you may have. and· ask they at the end of the lecture •
II. PROJECTS/QUESTIONS
A.

DLI1A Teletype Control Block Diagram
(Refer to fig. 2-3, page 2-8, in DLll
Asynchronous Line Interface .Manual)
1. Locate the addx-ess selection logic

block.
What are the inputs to this block?

2. What. re.gister can be. selected by this block?

3. This block's function is. similar to what
modules that you covered in the previous
unit?

4. Locate the interrupt control logic block.
What are the Unibus inputs and outputs of.
this block?
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5. This block I s function is similar·· to what
module covered in the previous unit?

6. Locate the receiver Status Register and
the Receiver Buffer blocks. These blocks
would be used when the processor is
(sending, receiving) informa-·
tion from the TTY.
7. What format is the data serit to the Receiver
Buffer from the TTY?

8~

This is converted to·
data for
transmission to the U-n.....i':"'"b-u-s-.--.:...,--

9. Locate 'the transmitter status register and
. the transmitter buffer. These blocks control the transfer of
'
(parallel,
serial) Bus Data to
(parallel, serial) data for transmission
to the TTY.
.
B.

Address Selection - Simplified Diagram
(Refer to fig. 5-1, page 5-5 in the DLll Manual)
1. Analyze the simplified diagram for .the
address selection logic.
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·Not;ice tl;lat this logic function is similar
to the MI05 logic operation.
2. The address selection output signals are
used to select one of the four registers
and determine whether data is to be gated
into or out of master device. ·.Refer to
table 5-3, page 5-6 in the DLIIA Manual
for a list of these signals.
3.

4.

What function is selected when the processor
does a DATIon the RCSR address (777560)'?

function is selected when· the processor
does a DATO to the XBUF address (777566)?

~vhat.

5. What function is selected when the processor
does a DATOB to the high byte of the XBUF?

C.,

Interrupt Control
- Simplified Diagram.
.
.

1. Analyze the simplified diagram for the Interrupt qontrol, refer to fig. 5.,..3, page
~:"'8 in the DLll.Manual.
2. The interrupt control logic permits the DLIIA
to gain control of the bus and perform an interruptoperation. 'the Vector1:\.ddress for
the DLIIA is 060 and 064. The DR level is 4.
3. What signals are used to enable a transmitter interrupt?
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4. What signals are used to enable a Receiver Interrupt?

5. Once the interrupt sequence is started, it
is the same as in the M7821 module.
D.

Device Register Functions
(Refer to table 5-5, page 5-11 in the DLll Manual)
1. What register holds the data received from
the processor for transfer to the TTY?

2. What register holds the data received from
the TTY for transfer to the processor?

3. What register provides information on the
status of the receiver logic?

E.

Device Register Bit Assignments
1. Receiver Status Register (RCSR)
(Refer to fig. 4-1, page 4-2 in DLll Manual)
NOTE:
Bits 15-12, 10-8, 5-1 are not used in the DLIIA
2. Receiver Buffer Register (RBUF)
(Refer to fig. 4-2, page 4-4 in DLll Manual)
NOTE:
Bits 15-8 are not used in the DLIIA.
3. Transmitter Status Register (XCSR)
(Refer to fig. 4-3, page 4-6 in DLll Manual)
NOTE:
Bits 15-8, 5-3, and 1-0 are not used in DLIIA

-5-
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4.

Transmitter Buffer Register (XBUF)
(Refer to fig. 4-4, page 4"-6 in DLll
Manual)

NOTE:
Bits 15-8 are not used
F. ,Universal Asynchronqus Receiver/Transmitter
(UART)
1.

. 2.

3.

G.

The UART is a full puplex receiver/transmitter. The receiver section accepts
serial binary characters and converts them
to a parallel format for transmission to
the Unibus. The transmitter section accepts
parallel binary character from the bus and
converts them tO,a serial output with
starts and stop bits added •
The data format for the DLllA'consists of a
START bit, eight DATA bits, . and two STOP
bits.
(Refer to fig. 2-1, page 2-4 in
the DLll Manual)
Parity is n6t used in
the DLllA.
Refer to table 2-3, page 2-5 in DLll Manual
Complete tpe table below for jurnpering
the DLIIA for a START bit, 8 DATA· bits, 2
STOP bits, and no parity. Indicate IN or
OUT.
JUMPERS
NP EP5 2SB J9 Jll fIlO NBI NB2

UART Receiver - Block Diagram
(Refer to' fig. 5-5, page 5-23 in DLll Manual)
1.

Read paragraph 5. 7. 1 on Rece,iver operation
and analyze the block diagram

2.

Note that on the DLllA, theoverrtin, parity,
and frame error are not used.

3.

How; does the UART Receiver know when the entire da-t:.acharacter has been shifted into
the register?
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H.

After the character is in the shift register
it is then transferred in
(parallel, serial) form to the holding register and the
flag set.

UART Trarismi tter - Block Diagram .
Refer to fig. 5-6, page 5-24 in DLll Manual
1. Read paragraph 5.7.2 on Transmitter operation
in DLll manual and analyze the block diagram.
2~

What signal loads the parallel data bits in
to the data buffer?

3. What block determines the format of the serial
data?

4. What signal prevents the timing generator from
loading another charaGter into the shift
register while the present character is being
shifted into the TTY?

5. What flip flop indica'tes when the transmitter is
ready for a character?

I.

Clock Logic fig. 5-7, page 5-26 in DLll Manual

1. Analyze the frequency divider logic simplified
diagram.
NOTE.:

Th€!DLllA uses an 8.44. 8KH crystal oscillator,
, so turn to page 2-3 ,and substitute the correct
baud rates for this crystal and the appropriate
switch positions in the fig. 5;;"7. The standard
haud rate for the teletype is 110 for both receiver and transmitter so the correct switch
position is no. 3.

2. The frequency selected by the transmitter
switch is
signal which is used to
generate the transmitter clock input.
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The frequency selected by, the, }:~'~~i ver swi tch
is
and is applied"t'6'the receiver
clock input.
~)""

3.

4. For a detailed description ~of,th~,plpck logic,
read paragraph 5.8, page 5-25 in"theDLll
Manual.
,

5. "Check your answers' in this uni twi th the correct

answers in the appendix. I,f you do .not understand why you got any, questions ~rong, consult
your instructor~ I f you, feel confident with
'the material, ask your instructor for the
POST TEST.
III.

ADDITIONAL READING
You will find supplementaryinformati.Qn, X',egardfug
this unit in the DLII Asynchronous line i.ntE?Iface
manual.

WHAT'S NEXT
Now that you have the theory of operation of the DKIIA
under your belt, you are ready to investiga:te: the detailed logic prints • The theory you leai'n'ed in this unit
will provide the background for' detailed analysis of the
DLllA logic.

SUPPLEMENTARY INFORMATION
If you feel
standing of
instructor.
sta:nding of

you
the
'He
the

need more practice, or a petter undermaterial covered in this unit, see your
will help you to enhance'you+", undermaterial.
' ' !",.
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APPENDIX
ANSWERS
II A 1

A (17 :00) ,C (1: 0), MSYN

2

Receiver Status Register
Receiver Buffer Register
Transmitter Status Register
Transmitter Buffer Register

3

MIOS

4

BBSY, SSYN, SACK, BR, BG, INTR

S

M7821

6

Receiving

7

Serial

8

Parallel

9

Parallel, Serial

B 3

Receiver status to -the bus

4

Bus Data to transmitter buffer

S

No function, must be a DATOB to low byte only

C 3

XMIT INT ENB (l)H
Xl.IJIT DONE H

4

RCVR INT ENB (l)H
RCVR DONE H

D 1

XBUF

2

RBUF

3

RCSR

F 3
NP
OUT

Jll

2SB

J9

*(IN
OUT
OR ou'l)

OUT

EPS

OUT

JIO

NBI

NB2

IN

OUT

OUT

* DOES NOT MATTER SINCE NP IS OUT .
-9-
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G.

3.
4.

Occurance for a STOP bit
Parallel, Data available

H.

2.

DATA STROBE
Control Logic block
END OF CHARACTER
TBMT F/F

3·.
4.
5.
1.

2.
3.

. XMIT CLK H
RCVR CLK H
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LEARNING ACTIVITY UNIT
DLll ....A·LOGIC PRINTS
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RATIONALE
In the previous-unit you learned the theory ·of operation
of the DLll-A asynchronous line interface •. You saw how
the interface handled data conv~rsion from parallel to
serial and from serial to parallel for input -to and
output from the Teletype.
In this unit you will learn how the logic was designed and
set-up to implement the operation. You will leal:n the
names and locations of key signals into and out of these
logic areas. You will also learn how to isolate problems
in these areas.
The knowledge and skills that you. acquire in this unit will
prove invaluable in isolating and solving problems in the
DLll-A and related interfaces.
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PREREQUISITES

Before enterihg this unit you must have demonstrated successful
completion to this point.
OBJECTIVES

Given a list of four failure symptoms, you must be able to
determine the correct malfunction that would cause the
symptom. To demonstrate successful completion of this unit
you must get', three of the four questions correct.
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LEARNING ACTIV"ITIES
I.

LECTURE
Attend the 21 minute lecture where the instruct6r will
give an overview of the DLll-A prints. Pay close
attention and take careful notes to highlight the key
signals in the logic. Take down any questions you
have and ask them after .the lecture.
.

II.

PROJECT/QUESTIONS
A.

DL-2 Print
1.

Analyze the Base Data Receiv'ersat co-ord FCD.
These gates gate the bus data D ,:t:II
into the
DLII. Note that there is no gating signal.

2.

Analyze the Bus Drivers at co-ord SCD. These
gates gate the contents of the Read Buffer to
the Bus. What is the gating signal that
perfo~s this function? _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _-'-_ _ _ __

3.

Analyze the Bus Drivers at co-ord 3CD. These
gates applied the Transmitter Status Register to
the Bus. What is the gating signal that performs
this function?

-------~------------------~-----

4. "Analyze the Bus Drivers at co-ord2CD and 2B.
These gates applied the Receiver Status Register to
the Bus. What is the gating signal to do this?

B.

5.

Analyze the logic at co . . . ord S-6B. This logic is.
used to gate the Receiver Buffer to the bus.
However, in the DLll-A jumper J8 is out, so this
logic is disabled.

6.

Also, note jumper JF at cO-Qrd4C.
out for the DLll~A.

This jumper is

DL-3 Prints
1.

Analyze the crystal oscillator logic at co-ord ::;C.
In the DLll-A the crystal is 844 •. 8 KHz. Note that
the output of the crystal Ylis applied to four IC
chips that functi()n as frequency dividers to provide
the" eight different frequericiesfed to the rotary
switch.

2.

Refer to Fig. 5-::; in "the DLII manual, page 5-26 for
the "simplified diagram of the frequency dividers.
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3.

The DLII-A function with the rotary switch in
Posi tion 3 for bothXMIT CLK and RCVR eLK. This
gives you a band rate of

4.

Note the signal BERG SERIAL IN L at co-ord 8B.
This is the serial input from the TTY.

S~·

Note the signal SERIAL OUT H atco-ord 8A. This
is applied to a circuit (2-3B) that converts the
line to a bipolar level required by the TTY.
This sends the serial data to the TTY.

6.

Note the priority plug at.co-ord2D. This plug
assigns theBR4-1evel to the interrupt logic.
c:::::>

C.

DL-4 Print
1.

Locate chip E44 co-ord 8B. This is a four bit
shift register that checks for a legal start
pulse during receiver operation. A legal start
pulse would be low and that low shifted 'in at
one-half the S6~ user rate, until all the
register· bits are {if's then the :RCVR ACTF/F
(cO~ord 7c) sets.

2. . Analyze the UART at co-ord SC; Note the serial
in, pin 2%, this is the serial data input.

D.

3.

What are the inputs to the XBUF?

4.

What are the output of the RBUF?

5.

Locate chip E62, co-ord 3C.

This is the RDONE bit.

DL-S
1.

The logic on this print functions similar to the
MIOS logic.

2.

What jumpers would be installed to assign address
9~~S6' thru 99~S66?

3.

What signal is used to load bus data into the XBUF?

>
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E.

DL-6 Prints
1.

The ~logic on this print is the. interrup't logic.
It's function is similar to the M~82l.

2.

Note that the. vector addresses .a,re jumpered for
A "1".

3 . . Check your answers in this. unit with the correct
answers in· the appendix. If you have any questions,
consult your instructor. If you feel confident with·
the material take the POST TEST •..
III.

ADDITIONAL READING
You will find supplementary information regarding this unit
in the DLll-A manual.
WHAT '8 NEXT
Now you should have a good background in the DLll-A interface.
The copcepts you learned in this unit will prove invaluable
in isolating interface malfunctions. In the next unit you
'will be covering the KWllReal-Time clock.
SUPPLEMENTARY INFORMATION
If you feel you need more help on anything covered in this unit,
consult your instructor •.
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APPENDIX
·Answers to Project/Questions
II.
A.

2. RBUF to BUS H
3. XCSR to BUS H
4 • RC'SR to BUS H

B.

3. IlJJ

C.

3. BD
4. RD

D.

2. A3, A=r
3. BUS to XBUFH

=r:JJ
=r:JJ
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